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WELCOME
Ja n i c e L a i n g
Managing Director
Compliance First
Hello, and welcome to the final Adviser First of 2017.
As we get closer to the end of each year, I think that it’s natural for all of us to take a few moments to
review the past twelve months. Although it seems unbelievable, Compliance First is now seventeen years
old and I am proud that during this year, like the sixteen before it, we never once strayed from our sole
focus; to place the needs of the firms we serve, and their clients, at the heart of everything we do.
The history, evolution and growth of Compliance First are things of which I am very proud, however,
I believe the next few years will be even brighter, for us and, more importantly, the firms we serve. Recent
news from the FCA about a fairer FSCS levy scheme, more personal ownership for business conducted,
through the Senior Managers’ Regime and an ever-increasing recognition of the value of advice are all
steps in the right direction, and I am certain that there are many more to come.
However, the financial advisory market will always have challenges, as well as triumphs. At the
moment, one major area of concern is the ageing population and its financial vulnerability. On pages six
and seven, Group Chairman Ken Davy writes about this in more detail and states that finding solutions
which will prevent a truly catastrophic situation for our nation’s elderly will not be found overnight, and
it will need action from not only the financial services community, but also the Government.
Over the past seventeen years, I have seen advisers constantly deal with such challenges. You may be
confident that through all the challenges and opportunities, Compliance First will continue to be at your
side, helping you do a better job more profitably as you in turn help your clients build and secure their
financial future.
Finally, I – and the rest of the Compliance First team – would like to wish you all the best for a very
happy and healthy festive period.

Kind regards

The content of this publication is for financial adviser use only, not for use with customers.
For more information about our services, please call 0141 6164161 or email compliancefirst@compliancefirst.co.uk

www.compliancefirst.co.uk
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VIEW FROM THE TOP…
With nearly five decades of experience in the financial services sector, SimplyBiz Group
Chairman, Ken Davy, provides a unique perspective on the advisory landscape. In this
edition of Adviser Today, Ken gives us his view on the FCA’s recent Paper on the ageing
population, and why he feels this piece of research is so important.

Ken Davy
Chairman
The SimplyBiz Group
Being able to congratulate the FCA, whilst not by any means
a first, is not something I am able to do on a regular basis. It is
therefore a real pleasure for me to congratulate it on its recent
Paper, “The Ageing Population and Financial Services". Indeed, I
would go as far as to say it is possibly one of the most important
pieces of research and comment it has produced, and one which
is an invaluable addition to the debate about how modern
society will face the many issues that result from the rapid
increase in the country’s elderly population.

‘I b e l i eve t h a t i f we , as a
so c i e t y , a r e g o i ng to r e a lly
ta c k l e t h e c hal l e nge of t he
incre a s i n g nu m be r s of t h e UK
po p u l a t i o n wh o a r e e l d e r ly,
we n e e d j o i ne d u p t hi nk i n g
fro m G ove r nm e nt . ’
The Paper’s weakness however, is that because of the FCA’s
particular remit from Government, when it comes to solutions
it is forced to focus almost entirely on the part financial
services firms have to play in meeting the needs of the nation’s
elderly. Furthermore, it has an emphasis on the avoidance
or mitigation of potential harm which, whilst obviously an
important and desirable objective of both the FCA and the
financial services sector, will not itself address the fundamental
problems at the heart of the growing crisis facing the elderly.
I believe that if we, as a society, are going to really tackle the
challenge of the increasing numbers of the UK population who
are elderly, we need joined up thinking from Government.
The first objective must be to encourage and indeed enable
far more people to prepare adequately during their productive
lifetime for their financial needs in retirement. This will require
6 ADVISERF I R S T

a long-term process of consumer education to increase the
public’s understanding and awareness of what they will need
in retirement. This will then require a supportive tax and
savings regime, which will enable a greater number of people to
achieve the savings they will need to maintain their standard of
living in later life. The Paper advocates small, but meaningful
steps, such as the Pensions Dashboard, the simplification of
the rules around later life, mortgages and equity release, all
of which will be helpful, however determined action by the
Government is essential if the radical solutions needed to make
a real difference are to happen. The bottom line is that, leaving
aside the issue of health, there are not many problems faced by
the elderly that are not much easier for them to solve if they
have adequate income or capital. In reality, as the last 20 years
has witnessed the demise of most non-government defined
benefit schemes, we are talking about capital accumulated
through, in all probability, a life-time of savings.
The second objective must be to develop a co-ordinated
social care policy across the NHS and social services that
ensures, as far as possible, that society as a whole meets its
moral obligation to care for those unable to care for themselves.
This will again take a combination of time and new ideas to
bring the level of care for those who the Paper describes as the
‘old, old’ up to the standard that we as a society should aspire
to for our elderly citizens.
Clearly, these are massive issues which will not be solved
either by the FCA or the financial services sector on their own.
What is needed is a determined commitment and co-ordinated
action plan from the Government. Indeed, I would go further
and say that the looming crisis in care for the elderly needs to
be built on a political consensus so that the fundamentals of
the solutions are not rejigged every few years as the complexion
of the Government changes. Obviously, each party is entitled
to focus on the particular care and tax policies they favour,
however if these changes of emphasis are built on an agreed
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foundation the likelihood of disruption is reduced and the
certainty of individuals achieving the objectives is increased.
Unfortunately, in my view, the most recent political initiative in
this area, “pension freedom”, will have the direct opposite effect
as it will significantly reduce the retirement income of a great
many pensioners and therefore make the long-term problems
worse rather than better. I say this, not because I am against the
principle of pension freedom, quite the reverse, however I do
believe passionately that a good concept, access to one’s pension
fund, has been devalued by permitting access at the wrong age.

'Quite simply, I believe that
granting access at age 55
is too young and it should
be changed to the state
retirement age or a person’s
normal retirement date should
it be markedly different.'
The importance of tax incentives to encourage the long-term
saving habits that building an adequate retirement fund requires
cannot be overstated. By this I do not mean continuing with
what I believe is the nonsense of higher rate tax relief. This was
all set to be abolished three years ago until, for political reasons,
the then Chancellor however, I do believe we will see the end of
higher rate tax relief in the Autumn Budget.

Quite simply, I believe that granting access at age 55 is too
young and it should be changed to the state retirement age
or a person’s normal retirement date should it be markedly
different. The problem of early access is that it is virtually
impossible for someone to visualise their needs at retirement 10
years before it becomes a reality.
At 55 they will not have their retirement head on, whereas
at retirement how they are going to maintain their quality of
life in the coming years is the absolute focus of their attention.
There are two other major benefits of delaying access until
retirement. The first is that allowing the funds to accumulate
in a tax free environment, for perhaps a further 10 years
or more, will dramatically increase the funds available at
retirement. Secondly, through consumer education and the
financial services sector in general, the knowledge that access
will be available at retirement will encourage clients to save
significantly more throughout their working lives than would
otherwise be the case. This in turn will lead to improved
incomes and the resulting quality of life than would otherwise
be the case and be a vital step towards addressing the issues of
the ageing population raised in the FCA’s Paper.

You can keep up to date with Ken’s blogs in the ‘News’ section of the
Compliance First website at www.compliancefirst.co.uk
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INSURANCE WAS FOUNDED
ON VERY REAL NEEDS
Tu l s i Na i d u
Zurich UK CEO
Zurich
A year into her role as CEO of Zurich UK, Tulsi Naidu discusses Zurich’s dedication to
promoting talent, and the importance of transparency in insurance…
Q It is said the most important thing an insurance company can
do is pay claims, yet the public’s perception is that insurers like
Zurich pay a far smaller percentage of claims than they actually
do. How can we reverse that perception?
A This is one of our industry’s key challenges – and it’s not a
new one. I have seen figures suggesting people believe insurers
pay out on as few as 38% of claims. The reality is far different,
at above 90%. In fact, any readers living or working in London
may recently have seen a campaign we ran highlighting that
Zurich paid out on 99% of customer claims in the UK in 2016.
I think that is proof that we deliver on our promises. We
are committed to protecting people and we are there for them
when they need us. Zurich was the first major composite
insurer to provide detail about both its general insurance
and life claims – combined, we paid out almost £2bn last
year – as we believe this transparency is key to tackling
the misconception around the level of claims paid and to
improving public trust in insurance.

'We are absolutely committed to
the adviser market; this has been
and remains our heartland. And
we have ambitious plans for the
Zurich Intermediary Platform,
which has grown fantastically
since it launched in 2012'
Q We saw that Zurich recently sold its corporate savings business
to Lloyds. What is your UK strategy, and where does that leave
your growing intermediary wealth platform?
A Our UK life and savings strategy is simple – to establish
market leading positions in retail wealth, and retail and
corporate protection, while growing our new corporate
longevity and de-risking business.
8 ADVISERF I R S T

This new exclusive deal with Lloyds Banking Group broadens
our corporate protection distribution footprint. To support our
other ambitious growth plans, we are also investing in a new
multi-million pound retail protection platform and enhancing
the range of products on our retail wealth platform.
We are absolutely committed to the adviser market; this
has been and remains our heartland. And we have ambitious
plans for the Zurich Intermediary Platform, which has grown
fantastically since it launched in 2012. We are currently
working on plans to enhance the range of products on the
platform, and we have some exciting developments just around
the corner on user experience.

Q It is vital companies nurture the right talent to give them the
best chance for success. What is Zurich’s approach to this?
A In my view, talent is about all of us at Zurich. Each employee
brings a particular set of skills, knowledge, experience or
technical expertise. It is this that underpins our organisation and
our success. I want Zurich to be an environment where you can
learn, develop and grow – somewhere you can build interesting,
varied and fulfilling careers.
It is also important that we give our employees who are
curious about other parts of the business some exposure to it.
We have an initiative here at Zurich called ‘Riding the Subway’,
which allows just that, and it’s popular with employees.

Q And how about bringing in fresh faces? Do you have an
apprenticeship scheme?
A Absolutely. We try to draw a line through what people
may expect from a typical apprenticeship scheme. We offer
responsibility from day one, comprehensive training, a
personal mentor, and the chance to work across many areas
of the business. Our apprenticeships are designed for anyone
with the desire to gain the skills, capability and knowledge to
build a successful career. In return, we look for people who are
passionate and have a real drive to learn. Above all, we want to
work with people who love what they do.
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Q We know diversity and inclusion is important at Zurich. How
do you ensure you attract, develop and retain talented people who
reflect the diversity of your customers?
A It is enormously important that we get the brightest and
best minds working in insurance from all walks of life and
from all backgrounds. As an industry we need to be careful,
as there can tend to be an unconscious bias to recruit people
in our own mould, so you end up with a workforce that is a
reflection of the senior population. We now have some very
interesting tools and techniques that help us create a more
diverse recruiting process and we need to be thoughtful when
placing talent.
I don’t know that if a young person of minority came into
our industry they would get enough of a view of how someone
from their background could progress to the top. We need
to have a greater focus on helping them manage their careers
successfully. At Zurich, we are very proud of the progress we are
making. We have a very active Women’s Innovation Network
(WIN); it is a fantastic platform from a networking and
development perspective. I am also impressed by the individual
initiative and focus that goes into it making WIN a success.

Q Similarly, community and ‘giving something back’ is important
at Zurich. Tell us about the Zurich Community Trust (ZCT).
A ZCT is an enormous part of who we are in the UK – it
has been around for 44 years! ZCT is a registered charity
funded by an annual donation from the Zurich UK businesses
and by generous donations from UK employees. It works
in partnership with a range of charitable organisations addressing a diverse mix of social issues in the UK and overseas
– and also brokers a wide range of volunteering opportunities
for UK employees. In 2016, UK employees donated over
5,500 days to volunteering and raised an incredible £450,000
for the Zurich Cares grant giving programme.
We are extremely proud of the work ZCT does and we have
a very high level of volunteering across the business which
supports ZCT’s activities. In addition to these ZCT activities,
we’ve been taking part in a careers advice pilot, funded by the
Skills Funding Agency, which involves our employees going
into schools in deprived areas, meeting children and telling
them about the opportunities that exist within the industry.

Q Is Zurich in good shape to do that?
A I am very proud to be UK CEO of Zurich, it is a great
and global brand which has a real culture of openness and
customer-centricity. And I’m proud to be in a profession where
we can help customers, sometimes at a time of great need, and
you can make a real difference. I also feel that for an industry
that has a great tradition, the rate and pace of modernisation
is increasingly rapid. I feel we’ve been better at embracing
change than we give ourselves credit for.
Tulsi Naidu is Chief Executive Officer for Zurich in
the UK. Tulsi has over 20 years’ leadership experience,
a track record of driving results in a complex business
and regulatory environment, and delivering large-scale
business transformation. Tulsi is a member of the FCA
Practitioner Panel, the ABI Board, the CBI President’s
Council and the Advisory Council of CityUK.
Before joining Zurich, Tulsi held a number of
executive roles at Prudential UK and Europe. As
Executive Director with commercial leadership for
Prudential's UK and Europe business, she was responsible
for strategy, public affairs, the UK retail and wholesale
lines and Prudential's Ireland and Poland businesses. She
was previously Chief Operating Officer for Prudential's
UK business and also held a number of general
management roles driving strategic, transformational
change. Earlier in her career she has worked at CSFB,
ICICI and Arthur Andersen.
Tulsi has a Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics,
Economics and Statistics graduating with high honours
and a Post Graduate Degree in Management from the
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. She is a
winner of the awards for Alumni Achievement conferred
by the Institute.
Tulsi volunteers with and is a Trustee of Pilotlight.

Q What should the insurance industry do next?
A When you go back to the very beginning of insurance it was
founded on very real needs. I would like to see the profession
continue to modernise and professionalise, but not to get
away from its roots, which is about how to take risk away and
protect customers in a meaningful and purposeful way.

Want to know more? Phone your Zurich consultant on
08085 546 546 or visit www.zurichintermediary.co.uk
We may record or monitor calls to improve our service
'Zurich Intermediary Group Limited. Registered in England and Wales under company number 01909111.
Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.
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ELDERLY CLIENTS AND
THE DISCUSSION OF
FAMILY WEALTH
Kirsty Mitchell AIPW
Marketing and Development Manager
APS Legal & Associates
Do you encourage your elderly clients to talk to their family
about their wealth? This is a simple notion but one that is more
important than it may first appear. Many clients can put-off this
conversation as it can cause contention within the family and
often how to even bring up the conversation is a sticking point
too. Family wealth leads into discussing the estate and what will
happen to this estate once the elderly generation are no longer
around to take care of it.

'S o , w h a t d o e s t h i s m e a n ?
Currently, 70% of the UK’s
h o u s e h o l d we a l t h i s h e l d by
t h e ove r 5 0 s 1 a n d i n t h e n ex t
3 0 ye a r s , £ 5 . 5 t r i l l i o n w i l l p a s s
b e t we e n g e n e ra t i o n s 2 . ’
One of the main problems is that, although mathematics is
a central part of school education, financial literacy is not, and
children are reliant on their parents to educate them on such
matters. However, this knowledge is not often acquired until
well into their twenties! So, with finances being such a big part
of the family wealth conversation, we can see why parents are
starting to worry. As the baby boomer generation grows older,
the need for them to talk to their children about their family
wealth and, more specifically, about how to handle their estate
when the die becomes more pressing.
So, how can the elderly client population open this
conversation with their children? Firstly, it seems that education
around finances needs to begin at an earlier stage; whether
this be with family or elsewhere. Not only would this give the
younger generation more information, but with this knowledge
comes confidence too. If our children become more confident
in talking about these matters, the family wealth conversation is
bound to be much more comfortable!
1 0 ADVISERF I R S T

Secondly, as we are beginning to see the merge from this
generation to the next, we can also see that spending habits
are changing and, with this, different attitudes to finances are
emerging. Where the baby boomer generation wanted to speak
to a financial adviser, invest their money and grow capital, the
younger generations appear to be more prone to spending.
Further to this, as property prices are increasing, younger clients
are now less likely to purchase their own property and therefore
may only be able to own a property through inheritance.
So, what does this mean? Currently, 70% of the UK’s
household wealth is held by the over 50s1 and in the next 30
years, £5.5 trillion will pass between generations2. Therefore, ringfencing the estate and talking about the estate value is something
that is growing ever-more important. Yet, only 1 million Lasting
Powers of Attorney were taken out in the last five years3 and
currently only 4% of the UK population has an LPA in place at
the moment4. This statistic is very concerning considering that
850,000 people living in the UK are currently suffering with
dementia and this number is expected to rise to over 2 million
by 20515. A key factor in why so few people have LPA’s in place
could be that the family wealth conversation just isn’t happening.

'Th e r e a r e t wo m a i n fa c t o r s
t o co n s i d e r w h e n l o o k i n g t o
r i n g - fe n ce a n e s t a t e : w h a t
happens if the client dies and
what happens if the client
l o s e s ca p a c i t y ? ’
There are two main factors to consider when looking to
ring-fence an estate: what happens if the client dies and what
happens if the client loses capacity? These two scenarios have
two very different outcomes and clients need to be educated
about both. It is important to note here that a Will is only
effective once the client dies.
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Family Wealth Conversation

4%

of the population have
registered LPAs in place4

According to
Brewin Dolphin,

1 in 10

people avoid this
subject because
it's classed as a
taboo subject6

59%

There are three types of PoA:

Continuing PoA – gives powers to deal with money and/or
property
Welfare PoA – gives powers to make decisions around health or
personal welfare matters
Combined PoA – gives continuing and welfare powers
It is important that the client has both for full protection of
their estate: Welfare PoA and Continuing PoA. The first deals
with the care the client receives and the second deals the finances
and estate. What is often overlooked is that the Continuing
PoA can be used at any time once registered; not just as a result
of incapacity, be that mental or physical. The Welfare PoA, of
course, only becomes effective when the Donor has lost mental
capacity. For either, they only become legal once registered with
the Office of the Public Guardian.
Once the client dies, the PoA becomes redundant and their
Will is needed. In the Will, it is paramount that the client’s
wishes are made clear, Executors to be appointed are named and
for the documents to be attested (witnessed) correctly. When
speaking to clients about choosing their Executors they should

of clients
think their estate will
go to the right person
automatically7

£595 million

of the UK
population
have no Will in place5

If a client loses capacity, their estate will be frozen: bank
accounts will be inaccessible, drawdowns will fail and nothing
can be done with any investments the client had. With no access
to the estate, bills would go unpaid and the family would be
unable to pay for care. Additionally, the client would become the
responsibility of social services and the family would have no say
on the care their elderly loved one receives, unless they apply for
deputyship. This problem can, however, be very easily resolved.

11%

paid in IHT
unnecessarily
in 20165

consider who they trust, if they are able to act (have capacity and
are available, i.e. they live in the UK) and do they understand
the duties of an Executor?
This brings us back to the family wealth conversation. It
needn’t necessarily be all doom and gloom and there are simple
ways to start the wealth conversation. For example, most estates
contain a treasured family heirloom – leading with this would ease
the family into the conversation. Ultimately, telling your elderly
clients to have this conversation means they rest assured knowing
that they have Attorneys available if they lose capacity, they have
Executors at the ready who know the value of their estate, and
their children can navigate through their inherited wealth.
Little by little clients are having this conversation more
frequently than in previous years. However, if we don’t speed
up this process we will have a situation whereby the baby
boomer generation have assets that are not secured – to repeat
that figure again, £5.5 trillion passing between generations in
the next 30 years!

Contact APS Legal & Associates to find out how we can help get the
conversation started on 01909 531751.
1 The Saga study, commissioned from the independent Centre for Economic and
Business Research (CEBR), 2015
2 Research carried out by CEBR on behalf of Kings Court Trust, 2017
3 Figure provided under a Freedom of Information request by Old Mutual Wealth from the
Office of the Public Guardian
4 Based on population numbers for adults 18 and over available from the Office for National Statistics
5 Alzheimers Society, www.alzheimers.org.uk
6 Brewin Dolphin research conducted by Opinium, August 2017
7 Unbiased.co.uk research conducted by Opinium, August 2016 https://business.unbiased.co.uk/
press-releases/fewer-people-in-the-uk-have-wills-in-place-than-last-year-with-nearlyfour-in-ten-over-55s-having-no-will-at-all-26-9-2016
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THE FCA’S AGEING POPULATION PROJECT
- HOW THE UK’S AGEING DEMOGRAPHIC
IS AFFECTING OUR ADVICE LANDSCAPE
Ja c q u e l i n e B e r r y
Director
My C a re C o n s u l t a n t

It’s well established that the UK demographic is ageing and
on average people are living longer. In 2014, 3m people were
aged 80+ in the UK and by 2027, that number will have risen
to 5m*. 1 in 6 of the UK population is currently aged 65 and
over, by 2050 1 in 4 will be**. This changing demographic
is having an impact on the financial services and products
required by consumers, and our advice landscape.
In February 2016, the FCA launched the Ageing
Population Project designed to explore how the UK’s ageing
demographic is impacting financial services. In September
2017, the FCA published Occasional Paper 31, which
outlines their findings from this project.
What is the paper about?

This is one of a series of papers that looks at the public policy
implications of an ageing population, the impact on financial
services and suggests actions for both the FCA and the
financial services industry to better support older people.
What are the headlines?

• The ageing population is one of the key social and
environmental factors that will shape the future of UK
financial services
1 2 ADVISERF I R S T

• Improved healthcare and living standards have enabled many
people to live longer lives, the older old (75+) are also more
likely to be living with ill health. The financial services sector,
has not yet caught up or adapted sufficiently to support older
consumers effectively
• The FCA has set out some ideas that they want firms to
consider as part of how they Treat Customers Fairly, with a
special focus on vulnerable clients. These include product
and service design, customer support, and the need to
continuously review and adapt strategies
Long Term Care

The paper was built on the output of 6 work-streams. One
of these work-streams focused on Long Term Care, and firms
are being urged to consider some key findings and ideas when
offering advice:
• The increasing need for long term care to be considered and
funded by individuals as they are living longer, but not
necessarily in good health
• The reality that people do not plan enough financially for old
age
• That “one in three women and one in four men aged over 65
will require long term care at some point in their lives”
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• The existence of common misconceptions as to the level of care
funding the Government will provide to those who require
assistance
• The recognition that the cost of long term care can be substantial,
with an expectation that it will increase with time
• An acceptance that regulated care advice is clearly an important
aspect of financial planning for later life
• That long term care is a complex and ongoing public policy
issue, requiring collaborative working led by Government and
supported by industry and the third sector
• That there is a supporting role for the FCA to play by
considering how financial services can help consumers navigate
long term care. In particular, they considered the role of
financial advice in helping consumers consider options to fund
long term care, stating:
• “Financial advisers can play an important role in helping
consumers to plan ahead. Advisers may be regarded as trusted
third parties and well placed to ‘nudge’ consumers to consider
their later life needs when providing advice at all life stages.This
may include signposting to risks of potential future ill-health,
saving for longer periods of retirement, critical illness and need
for long term care or considering the need for third party access.”
• “Cross collaboration between the SFGB, Local Authorities,
NHS, third sector and others could help identify synergies and
work towards enhancement of online information and digital
tools. This collaboration could improve access to good quality,
clear information and signposting to regulated financial advice.”
MCC fully endorses these points, especially the need for an
enhancement of good quality, clear information and will be
launching an online care information and support service for
financial advisers early in 2018.
External Research

In addition to writing and issuing Occasional Paper 31, the
FCA also commissioned two pieces of external research to
support their work and to consider how real consumers make
decisions in practice:
• ‘The Ageing Mind’– an up to date literature review of scientific
research exploring the impact and effect of cognitive ageing and
cognitive decline.
• ‘Coping Mechanisms and Third- Party Access’ – qualitative
research exploring the challenges faced by older consumers and
their carers in accessing and dealing with retail banking products,
and problems regarding third party access.
The recommendations made in the two reports are those of the
author, Big Window, not the FCA. Whilst they do not constitute
FCA rules, guidance, policy or other form of instruction to the
industry, they should be of great interest to firms in understanding

the needs, circumstances, experiences and preferences of older
consumers. This should in turn support the development of
retail financial products and services that meet the complex and
changing needs of this diverse group of consumers.
All three papers can be sourced and downloaded from:
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/occasional-papers/ageingpopulation-financial-services
Who is a vulnerable client?

While older consumers are not necessarily vulnerable, they
are more likely than other groups to experience transient or
permanent vulnerability. This is particularly the case for the
‘older old’ (those aged 75+) who represent the fastest growing
segment of the UK population. There are many reasons that can
cause a client to be or become vulnerable which include; health
(physical or mental issues affecting day-to-day activity), resilience
(at risk of increased harm from financial shocks), capability (low
financial knowledge or confidence) and life events (bereavement,
relationship breakdown or loss of income).
How can firms meet the needs of older or vulnerable
clients?

A clear theme running through Occasional Paper 31 is that
the UK’s ageing population brings with it a complex set of
issues, and that the FCA requires input from multiple parties to
address these issues over time, but that financial services firms
need to do more. Firms need to “continuously review and adapt
their strategies to meet the needs of their target markets”, with
a primary focus on treating customers fairly. In other words, a
‘one size fits all’ approach is not appropriate as the needs older
consumers face are likely to be complex and unique.
In conclusion, firms are being expected to take a sensible
approach to the changing needs of their ageing clients, and to
either address these themselves and/or collaborate with third
parties that can. What is safe to say is that one option not on
the table is to ignore these issues altogether.

For more information about this paper, please contact
E: ask@mycareconsultant.co.uk ,T: 020 3290 3110,
W: www.mycareconsultant.co.uk.
*Laing & Buisson Care of Elderly People Report 2014/15 - based on ONS data
**ONS report Feb 2016
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THE VULNERABILITY ISSUE
Ga r y K e r s h a w
Compliance Director
The SimplyBiz Group
If you’ve just finished reading Ken’s article on the FCA’s recent
paper, “The Ageing Population and Financial Services", you’ll
be more than aware of the reasons why the elderly are the most
recent group to be classified as ‘vulnerable’. If you’ve read the
regulator’s paper yourself, you’ll understand just how serious
the problems our ageing population faces are, and the scale
of societal and economic impact we could all see as a result.
Most worryingly, the dual factors of people living longer and
being able to access their pension funds earlier have created an
imperfect storm which is not going away anytime soon.
Then, in Scottish Widows’ article on page 22, Ronnie Taylor
shines the spotlight on various other groups which can be
classed as vulnerable; those with low levels of financial literacy
and mental health issues. In October, the FCA’s Andrew Bailey
also voiced his concerns about the financial vulnerability of
young people with the number of 18 to 34 year-olds becoming
insolvent having jumped by nearly a third between 2015 and
2016 and significantly increased numbers of young people
entering indebtedness just to cover day-to-day living expenses.

' I t i s i m p e ra t i ve t h a t c l i e n t s a r e
p r o t e c t e d , a n d t h e F C A ’ s wo r k
i n t o v u l n e ra b l e c l i e n t s wa s
greatly needed.'
With so many clients now holding characteristics which
potentially make them ‘vulnerable’, how can you make sure
that your advice procedures are protecting everyone adequately?
Well, my conversations with many, many advisers over the past
years and months leave me confident that you probably already
are. Of course, it’s vital – for the good of both your client and
your business – to demonstrate compliance with the FCA’s
regulation on protecting vulnerable clients. However, the FCA’s
guidelines merely formalised the warning signs that advisers are
already adept at reading. Financial advice is a sector with people
at its very heart and advisers tend to know better than most that
periods of vulnerability can hit any type of person at any time;
mental or physical health issues, unemployment or a change in
personal or financial circumstances.
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' Ad v i s e r s a r e p e r fe c t ly
p o s i t i o n e d to h e l p t h o s e clients
w h o a r e n o t ye t c l a s s e d as
‘ e l d e r l y’ g e t a l l t h e i r f i n ancial
d u c ks i n a r ow fo r l a te r life. '
It is imperative that clients are protected, and the FCA’s
work into vulnerable clients was greatly needed; particularly
given the issues with consumer credit prior to its move into
FCA regulation. I was especially pleased to recently see Linda
Woodall of the FCA leading the regulator’s work on the elderly
and financial services, as she has a sterling record of providing
considered and valuable insight into similar areas. However, we
know that not every elderly or young person, or all of those with
a low income or health issues is vulnerable, just as those who
don’t belong to any of those groups may well be vulnerable.
The elderly are an interesting category, as external forces are
conspiring to exacerbate the potential risks to them. However,
those who have received advice from a financial services
professional, particularly over a long period of time, will have a
sensible and sustainable long-term plan in place for their future.
In addition, advisers are perfectly positioned to help those
clients who are not yet classed as ‘elderly’ get all their financial
ducks in a row for later life.
Whilst adhering to the necessary requirements of the
regulator to protect vulnerable clients, I would also urge
you to keep building strong relationships with your clients,
ensuring that you keep re-analysing suitability and making
sure that you trust your instincts if you feel that all is not well
with a client. By embracing the principles of knowing your
clients, you will hopefully be able to identify those who are at
risk of becoming financially vulnerable, and move swiftly to
protect them in every way you can.

If you have any questions regarding the above, please
don't hesitate to contact the compliance team at
compliance@simplybiz.co.uk or telephone 01484 439120.
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THREE? NOT THE MAGIC NUMBER.
FINGERS CROSSED FOR ONE!
M a t t Ti m m i n s
Jo i n t C E O
The SimplyBiz Group
As you will be well aware, the Government is currently seeking
views on a single financial guidance body to be in place after
autumn 2018. By combining the resources and services of the
Money Advice Service (MAS), The Pension Advice Service
(TPAS) and Pension Wise, the Government hopes to create
less duplication and a more efficient service for consumers.
As is the case with any change of this type – and, in
financial services, we have experienced many, many changes of
this type! – there is always a question around whether a newly
created body will be ‘up to the task’. However, when it comes
to the creation of a single ‘guidance’ body, it is desperately
important that it is fit for purpose. It is equally important that
those within the body and those who use it have complete
clarity around exactly what that ‘purpose’ is.

‘ Wh e n it co m e s to t he
cr ea t i o n of a si ng l e ‘gu i d a n ce’
b o dy , i t i s d e spe rate l y
im p o rt a n t t hat i t i s f i t for
p u r po se . '
Consumer debt, which is growing at a frightening rate,
an increase in both the breadth and the sophistication of
scams and, since pension freedom, more options available
to individuals, mean that access to information on financial
matters is more important than ever. In addition, a single,
consumer facing body will have the ability to reach consumers
and communicate vital messages on a much broader scope than
financial advisers. However, to ensure that what service they are
receiving from this single body is absolutely clear to consumers,
I would like to see the word 'knowledge’ or ‘information’ replace
‘guidance’ in its title. I recently wrote in Money Marketing
about the gulf of difference that existed between ‘guidance’ and
‘advice’, and I’m not sure that the two words themselves are
separate enough to avoid consumer confusion.
Just for clarity, I don’t believe that the services which are
due to fall under the new body are without value; information
issued to help people avoid or become free of debt or avoid
scams is extremely valuable. However, when an individual

‘This new single body has ver y
important work to do and
there is a huge difference to
be made to the way in which
we, as a nation, approach our
financial wellbeing.'
receives guidance but believes they have received advice,
it could prove to be worse for them than receiving no
information at all.
On the issue of funding this new body, it is a Government
initiative, designed to create a long-term social good, and
therefore should be funded by the Government. The idea
that advisers should face an increased levy to help fund an
organisation which offers an entirely different service on the
basis that they might, one day, receive an increase in business
as a result is a nonsense. The body, if it is operating properly,
should be an instrument of social and societal good for the
UK and advisers, as taxpaying residents of the UK, are already
making a contribution. If the new information body does result
in an increase in the numbers of people accessing professional
advice, on a sustained basis, then maybe the issue of funding
could be re-addressed to include a contribution from advisers.
This new single body has very important work to do and
there is a huge difference to be made to the way in which we, as
a nation, approach our financial wellbeing. Its three individual
predecessors have not achieved this goal; I am genuinely hopeful
that the new information body will be more successful.

The SimplyBiz Group will, of course, keep you updated
on any developments regarding the new single body
as soon as they are available.
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GDPR – THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA
IN DATA SECURITY AND USAGE
As you are no doubt aware, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was first
introduced in April 2016 by the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and the new
regulation must be adopted by every UK firm that handles personal data by the 25th
of May 2018.
When we issue our regular updates about changing policy,
there normally follows an outline of the criteria of firms to
which the new regulation applies. However, GDPR is an
anomaly; it will need to be adhered to by every single member
of The SimplyBiz Group. Every financial adviser will have
to fall in line with the requirements of GDPR, as will every
accountant, dentist, dog-walker and carpet cleaning firm!
In short, any business that holds the details of past, present
or potential clients will need to ensure that it is operating in a

‘ A ny b u s i n e s s t h a t h o l d s t h e
details of past, present or
potential clients will need
t o e n s u r e t h a t i t i s o p e ra t i n g
i n a m a n n e r co m p l i a n t w i t h
GDPR.'
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manner compliant with GDPR. In addition, even though this
is an EU wide law, as the UK government played a major hand
in writing the legislation, it will be transposed fully into UK
law, even once the UK has made its exit from the EU.
With the May deadline starting to loom ever closer, we
would urge all firms to consider what you need to implement,
how you’re going to approach it and by when everything needs
to be in place. As GDPR is governed by the ICO, rather than
the FCA, you may not receive information about it in the
format to which you’re accustomed and, with this in mind,
we are kicking off our GDPR support this month, designed to
provide you with the information, support and guidance you
need, in a way that makes sense to your business!
The SimplyBiz Group GDPR Programme

Due to the potential implications of the new requirements, we
have pulled together a dedicated steering committee within the
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The GDPR Hub

First of all, we are launching a dedicated hub within the
Member or Client Firm websites. The hub is designed to
provide you with a single entry point from which to access
relevant information and supporting documentation.
The hub follows this simple framework:

Awareness and Training
1. What is GDPR and how does it affect your
business?
The steps you need to take to be compliant
• Guides, articles and papers
• Training modules

2. Staff awareness and training
• Guidance and training videos
• Evidencing

3. Specialist support and training for DPO

Policy and Procedures
1. Definitive policy guidance, including all
requirements

' We h ave p u l l e d t o g e t h e r a
d e d i ca t e d s t e e r i n g co m m i t t e e
within the Group to pool our
co l l e c t i ve k n ow l e d g e a n d
r e s o u r ce '
Group to pool our collective knowledge and resource to ensure
that we are able to provide you with the right information at the
right time.
From here, we have put together a framework on which
to base our delivery, and to provide you with a clear and
transparent structure of support in what is rapidly becoming an
overly complex area.
Communications and ongoing support

As well as our dedicated hub, you can expect an array of ongoing
communications, videos, coverage at our core events, guides and
more as we ramp up towards the May implementation deadline
and beyond.
Keep an eye out for more information coming your way in
the coming days and weeks; the GDPR hub will be updated with
more material and guidance on a regular basis.

2. Updated documentation
3. Due diligence on all key suppliers

Operational
1. Standard operating model
Pre-set documentation and guidance, already
completed for you to use where standard systems are
in place (e.g. Intelliflo, DT etc.)

2. Bespoke support
Standard documentation and templates for you to
complete and additional bespoke support

To discuss GDPR further, you can contact our compliance helpdesk
on 01484 439120, or email us at compliance@simplybiz.co.uk.
You can visit the Knowledge Centre or Events area of the site at
www.compliancefirst.co.uk
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THE LATEST REGULATORY
UPDATES FROM AILEEN LYNCH
HEAD OF TECHNICAL AT
COMPLIANCE FIRST

HOME OR AWAY; CLOSER EACH DAY?
The number of calls we’ve received from firms wishing to
provide advice to clients overseas has risen over the past few
years, and it therefore seemed like a good time to remind you
of the process that the FCA would expect you to follow in
these cases.
Firms wishing to carry on regulated activities (e.g. advising
on investments) with or for residents of the Channel Islands
and the Isle of Man, or indeed other non-EEA countries (e.g.
Australia), may require appropriate authorisations from the
relevant financial services regulator of the country into which
such services are being provided. This may be the situation
whether business is conducted on a remote basis (e.g. by
telephone) or through a sales visit to the relevant country.

'It is important to appreciate that
the regulatory situation will differ
from country to country, and
firms may have to ascertain the
regulatory stance of the relevant
country prior to carrying on any
regulated activities.'
It is important to appreciate that the regulatory situation will
differ from country to country, and firms may have to ascertain
the regulatory stance of the relevant country prior to carrying
on any regulated activities. Although the FCA has no formal
involvement in any overseas authorisation process, the FCA is
likely to expect UK regulated firms to keep it notified of their
activities, in particular if such activities are being carried out on
a more frequent or organised basis. Usually the FCA will not
expect to be notified of one-off or infrequent transactions.
You should also consider that whilst the regulatory
requirements of the relevant country may apply, any FCA
regulated activities carried on from the offices of the firm
in the UK will be subject to the normal FCA regulatory
requirements when conducting business. Therefore overseas
clients should be treated no differently to UK residents, albeit
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that certain other issues may also have to be considered, such
as the client's overseas tax situation. The FCA expect that any
advice that you provide to clients, wherever they are located, is
suitable, therefore if you wish to advise clients that are based
outside the UK then you will need to confirm with your PI
insurers that you have cover for any advice that you give to
these clients. If your PI insurers will cover you for advice to
a client that is based outside the UK then you will need to
consider whether you have sufficient knowledge of the client’s
taxation and benefits situation and how this would impact on
any advice that you may give them. You may decide that the
client would be best seeking specialist advice if you do not
know enough about the client’s tax regime to be able to give
the client the appropriate advice.
In general an authorised firm is not allowed to conduct
regulated business with clients resident in other EEA
member states, whether such clients are resident temporarily
or permanently, where the business involves an element of
‘cross-border’ activity, such as advising a client whilst they are
physically present in another member state. This restriction
primarily affects UK expatriate clients, who have relocated
to another EEA member state, although can equally apply
to nationals of the relevant EEA member state. In time the
European market may open more, with more policy papers
from the European papers investigating and developing the
European single market. Firms can become able to conduct
such regulated business by applying to the FCA in order
to exercise ‘passporting’ rights under one of the relevant
European Directives.

If you need any guidance on advising clients abroad, or any other
compliance issues, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with our
compliance helpdesk on technical@compliancefirst.co.uk
or on 0141 6164161
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NEW YEAR’S REGULATIONS
Do you already have your New Year’s resolutions in mind as
we edge ever closer to 2018? Hitting the gym at least twice
a week? Improving your work\life balance? Learning a new
language? Unfortunately, the compliance team can’t help you
with the first two on that list, but we might be able to help
you demystify the language of European financial services
regulation!

'Whether it’s on your list of things
to do in 2018 or not, MiFID II is
heading our way and will be in
place on the 3rd of January.'
Whether it’s on your list of things to do in 2018 or not,
MiFID II is heading our way and will be in place on the 3rd
of January. The scope of this regulation is broad, and covers
not only the internal operations of a firm but also aspects of
the advice process and interaction with third parties. Some of
the hottest topics covered by this review are:
• Assessing suitability – following a thematic review last year,
disclosure is firmly in the regulator’s sights currently, with a
particular focus on the clarity of adviser charging structures
and timescales in suitability reports. Methods of charging
which look set to come under the most scrutiny include ongoing
services agreements, open ended initial charges, hourly rates
and tiered charging structures. A big change of which we’re
already aware is that when providing an ongoing service,
suitability reports will now need to be issued whether or not
a transaction has been made; advising a client to take no
action will now be classed as giving advice and the relevant
information issued to clients.
• Structured deposits – in order to maintain independent
status, structured deposits will need to be considered during the
advice process, which means advisers who don’t currently hold
the relevant permissions for this market will need to apply to the
FCA for a variation. If your application is made before the 3rd
of January next year there will be no cost for the change – if the
application is made after that date, there will be a charge.

• Definition of independence – it sometimes feels unlikely
that even Thomas Jefferson and his ‘Committee of Five’ spent
as long debating the meaning of independence back in 1776
than the financial services sector has over the past few years!
However, MiFID II will be delivering yet another definition,
and one which may be preferable to many of you who don’t feel
comfortable operating on the very niche edges of the investment
spectrum. Instead of the current requirement to deliver a
‘comprehensive analysis’ of the market as part of your advice
process, you will instead need to deliver a review which is
‘sufficiently diverse’. Although this sounds as though it might
mean a relaxation of the need to consider the entirety of the
market for each client, we still need to discover how it will
relate to actual black and white guidance. In addition, there
will be a number of investments classed as retail investments
under MiFID II which are not currently, such as shares, bonds,
derivatives and, as mentioned above, structured deposits.
Although we’re yet to see any definition of independence have a
measurable impact on consumer perception, at least this change
may have a positive outcome for the streamlining of the advice
process of independent advisers.
Please rest assured that we are on hand, as always, to help you
ensure that you are MiFID II ready for the 3rd of January
next year because, whilst old acquaintance may be forgot, our
commitment to supporting you and your clients never will be.

For more information, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with our
compliance team on 0141 6164161 or at
technical@compliancefirst.co.uk
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Following our interview with Scottish Widows Distribution Director, Ronnie Taylor, in
the very first edition of Adviser First, he spoke to us exclusively about the biggest issues
facing advisers at the moment, and his thoughts about the future of the sector.

R o n n i e Ta y l o r
Distribution Director
Scottish Widows

"I AM PASSIONATE ABOUT
SUPPORTING ADVISERS AND
THEIR BUSINESSES"
Scottish Widows has been helping
people plan for their financial future
for over 200 years and is one of the
most recognised brands in financial
services.
• It has in the region of 6.4 million customers
supported by around 5,550 colleagues.
• Scottish Widows supports a client base with over
£35bn of corporate pensions AUM and more
than £10bn of AUM in its individual retirement
account solution.
• Since 2000, Scottish Widows has paid out £2.1bn
in life and critical illness claims. In 2016 it helped
in the region of 9,500 individuals and their
families with the financial and emotional impact
of serious illness or death.
• Scottish Widows received 5 Star Service Awards
in the Life & Pensions and Investment categories
at the 2016 Financial Adviser Service Awards,
won ‘Most improved provider’, and were also the
first company in the UK to achieve the highest
standard from the Customer Contact Association
for excellence in customer operation management
– the first time a UK financial services
organisation has achieved this accreditation.
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Q Ronnie, five years on from RDR, what do you think the state of
the health of the Intermediary market is?
A RDR, auto enrolment and pension freedoms have been great
success stories. RDR has been win win for the consumer; having
more transparency on charges, better value propositions and
improved confidence through a higher level of qualification when
dealing with advisers. In turn advisers have been able to build
stronger businesses around a more engaged client base and a clearer
offering. Auto enrolment has brought pensions onto the agenda for
8.5m new savers since 2012, the critical next step is maintaining
these membership levels as contribution levels increase next year.
Finally, pension freedoms has given clients additional flexibility,
which for many will mean adviser support into and throughout
their retirement. Overall, all of these changes have driven increased
demand for advisers which is reflected in growth of adviser
numbers, not a decline, as was predicted in the run up to RDR.
Across all advice areas, whether pensions, investment, protection
or mortgages, intermediary continues to be the growing, dominant
channel, and I expect this trend to continue.
At Scottish Widows, we are passionate about supporting
advisers and their businesses and we are wholly committed to the
Intermediary market. We focus on listening to advisers and building
propositions to meet their needs. This long-term focus led to the
launch of our protection proposition, Scottish Widows Protect,
as well as more recent developments to our individual pension
proposition, including Centralised Retirement Proposition, which
helps create and manage the retirement pots in a simple efficient
way. We have simplified our individual pensions charging structure,
including the removal of the drawdown charge for new business. We
are also continuing to invest in our online proposition with a focus
on simplifying the experience and saving time for advisers, and, where
relevant, allowing the client to interact with their retirement funds.
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Our commitment to the market is further evidenced in our
recent acquisition plans for Zurich’s UK workplace pensions and
savings business, Zurich Corporate Savings, with assets under
administration of £19 billion and over half a million customers,
giving greater scale to our already buoyant pensions business.
Alongside this we have committed an extra £30m to invest in our
Driving Pensions Value Programme which will deliver significant
product and service improvements to workplace pension customers.

'At Scottish Widows, we are
passionate about supporting
advisers and their businesses;
we are wholly committed to
the Intermediar y market. We
focus on listening to advisers
and building propositions to
meet their needs.'
Q You talk about digital transformation, how do you see this
progressing in the broader Intermediary market? Is it a threat to
advisers?

A I think digital developments are great for both the adviser and for
the end consumer – it’s the way the world is moving to make things
easier. But let’s be clear, a financial plan produced by an adviser
isn't just some quick video game which gives back instant rewards,
it needs to be taken seriously and reviewed throughout a strong,
trusted relationship with the adviser. What digital provides is greater
reach to engage with potential new clients in financial planning and
an enrichment of the demonstration of 'what if' scenarios, leading
to better, more informed decision making between adviser and
client. Digital transformation also helps the adviser principals take
time consuming, non-value adding fact finding and administration
tasks out of the business, which reduces cost and creates increased
adviser capacity to serve more clients, something that advisers tell us
they can struggle to do currently. This will also help in support of
reducing the growing UK advice gap.

Widows is to provide the building blocks for advisers to build
greater efficiency to increase capacity within their business.
Since I last wrote on the FSCS levy in issue one of Adviser First,
it has been good to see positive proposed developments in this
space, with the recommendation of providers paying 25% and a
risk based approach being considered. I therefore feel that areas like
the FSCS levy and MiFiD II will be dominant in the regulatory
landscape for advisers in the next 12-18 months.
A challenge that I am keen to work with the adviser community
on is transitioning them towards being financial planning life
coaches. By this, I mean having a stronger appreciation of changing
trends and social considerations, along with the flexibility a client
may expect in planning for and in retirement than they have now.
One key aspect of this is identifying our vulnerable customers
and finding the most appropriate way to work with them - here
at Scottish Widows this is very much already on our agenda and
we want to work with advisers to get it equally onto their own. It’s
fascinating, but also alarming, that just under half of the UK adults
have numeracy attainment levels of an 11 year old, over 7.1m UK
adults have never used the internet and 1 in 4 adults in any year
experience at least one mental disorder. There are many forms
of vulnerability - not just the standard perception of it being the
elderly. Scottish Widows, as a pension provider, want to be inclusive
and serve all customers, and want to work in partnership with
advice business who share this belief.
Overall as ever there will be many challenges ahead, external and
internal, it is how we face into them and adapt that really matter, all
of us here at Scottish Widows look forward to working with you on
addressing them in the coming months.
Ronnie is Distribution Director at Scottish Widows and a
veteran of the life and pensions industry. A qualified actuary,
Ronnie joined Widows in October 2013, after a number of
leadership roles at Standard Life, Scottish Provident and
Scottish Life. Ronnie is responsible for the distribution of
workplace and individual pensions and individual protection
solutions, leading a team of 400 UK based colleagues.

Q What challenges do you think the sector is set to face over the next
12-18 months and how do you plan to address them?

A Parking the more general socio-economic challenges the UK will
face, I would focus on the importance of the advice community
and meeting their needs. Advisers currently don’t have the capacity
to take on more clients – what they need is to find how they can
create more time in order to build the business. Our job at Scottish

For more information on issues discussed by Ronnie in this article, or
to find out more about what Scottish Widows can do to help further
support you and your business, please visit their website at
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/extranet
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PENSIONS AND DIVORCE IN
A PENSIONS FREEDOM WORLD
St a n R u s s e l l
He a d o f B u s i n e s s D e v e l o p m e n t
Pr u d e n t i a l
This article is not about the traditional pension and divorce
issues but looks at where you can work with solicitors to help
their (and your) clients achieve their new objectives and meet
their new separate needs after a divorce. How will they achieve
their level of desired income where the pensions need to
provide for two sets of outgoings rather than one? Is the asset
split fair in terms of capital and income? What about the state
pensions? Can we stop deliberate deprivation of pension assets?
These are just some of the questions that financial advisers are
best placed to answer, particularly the “silver splitters”, those
about to retire or already retired, and who need to be aware
that simply agreeing an equitable asset split is not necessarily
the right result for one or other party, if one ends up asset rich
but income poor.

‘ H ow w i l l t h ey a ch i eve
thei r l eve l of d e si r e d i nco m e
w h e re t h e pe nsi o ns ne e d to
p rov i de fo r t wo se t s of
ou tg o i n g s ra t h e r t h a n o ne ?'
Legislation and case law determined over decades helps
solicitors and judges alike decide how matrimonial assets
should be dealt with. The Matrimonial Causes Act 1973, The
Welfare Reform and Pensions Acts 1992 and 1999, The Family
Law Scotland Act 1985 and the Pensions Act 1995 are just
some of the legislation that can influence how pensions are
treated on divorce and whether they are shared or offset or
have attachment orders placed against them.
Whilst that does not change with Pensions Freedoms, the
new rules will affect both the advice you had given them as a
couple (legacy planning) and your future advice as you look to
ensure both parties are able to continue to live comfortably in
their post-split lives.
Ensuring solicitors understand the income issues will be
important in achieving this end. Cash flow modelling can
be useful in demonstrating how achievable the desired level
of income is and can highlight that whilst each party of
the divorce has the same “share” of the assets, that does not
necessarily mean the desired income level is either achievable
or sustainable over the longer term.
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Take our retired couple: Pre divorce they had a £305,000
mortgage free home and were living off a single drawdown pot
(his), of £450,000 drawing £20,000 pa for housing (£8,000
pa housing costs), plus £12,000 pa spending and intending to
leave a legacy of £100,000.
Post-divorce they need £39,000 pa for two houses, one
retaining the matrimonial home and the other renting (UK
average of £19,000 pa). If there are limited other assets, then
an equitable split would be £377,500 each, but one now has a
pension pot of £377,500 and the other £72,500 in pension and
the home at £305,000. Fair? Value wise yes, income wise no.
The intended legacy is now out of the window and
achieving the £14,000 pa from her fund (£8000 housing
plus £6000 living costs), would require 24%+ pa return. Not
feasible and so remodelling to show a sustainable income from
the £72,500 fund will demonstrate the inequality of income.
So equal but unequal and something that needs to be
addressed.
What about the situation where one party does not have
enough credits to achieve a full state pension. Gone are
the days of one spouse being able to claim against a former
partner’s credits on divorce.
An imbalance of £2,000 pa in state pensions may require
finding £66,667 from the other marriage assets. In the past it
was probably not taken into account when assessing assets but
really needs to be now.
Adding to the complication you need to consider what
happens when one party has a “protected amount” of state
pension as calculated on 6th April 2016? How do you value
that amount?
Modelling this will help demo the difficulties in satisfying
income requirements and how a simple equitable asset split is
not always the best answer.

For more information on this, or our Retirement Modeller, please
contact your dedicated Prudential Account Manager.
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FRIENDS WITH DEFINED BENEFITS?
R i c h a rd Nu t t a l l
He a d o f Po l i c y
The SimplyBiz Group
It is now over two years since the single biggest change to pension
legislation in recent times and defined benefit transfers have
scarcely been out of the headlines, or the FCA’s sights, since.
The press have covered every conceivable angle of DB over that
time, from charging structures to suitability and scams, and everything
in between. In a practical sense, pension freedom has created an
increasing appetite in DB transfers, which has in turn led to an
increase in both regulatory policy and engagement from advisers.

Many firms have a suitably qualified adviser on hand to deal
with requests, but many do not – and even those that do, choose
not to for various reasons.
So, as demand continues to outstrip supply, we continue to
evaluate the market and provide firms with access to outsourced
specialist partners, each of them subjected to our rigorous due
diligence process. We now have three such partners, who have
provided the following by way of an update:

From a regulatory perspective...

Update from Pensionhelp

For the past twelve months, defined benefit transfers have
remained a fixed area of focus for the FCA. The regulator has
recently released two papers which you may find of interest.
First, in June, it published ‘Advising on Pension Transfers’, a
consultation paper which sought to gather views on a range of
potential changes to the DB advisory market. These changes
include an amendment to the starting view of all transfers
as unsuitable, ensuring that all advice ends with a personal
recommendation and changing all GAR related cases to include an
option analysis looking at a client’s holistic financial circumstances
and a pension transfer comparator. There would also be further
regulatory guidance and clarity around pension transfer specialists,
insistent clients, opt-out and overseas transfers.
Secondly, the FCA also issued a summary detailing its work on
Defined Benefit Pension Transfers to date. This paper set out the
regulator’s key objectives in the DB market; to assess the way in
which clients are currently receiving advice on DB transfers and
whether that advice presents risk. Specialist transfer firms who were
undertaking cases themselves and those advisers who outsourced
transfer business to a specialist were considered by the regulator, and
some areas of concern were raised about both situations.
For those introducing business, the FCA stated that sufficient
information was not always supplied on the client’s case when
the business was introduced, specifically information outlining
the client’s objectives, needs, and personal circumstances. For
specialist transfer firms, the FCA was concerned that the default
funds were stuck to too often, without consideration of a client’s
personal needs, and that some firms taking introductions were not
sufficiently resourced to process business within reasonable or preagreed timeframes.
Of course, these are very brief synopses of both of these
important papers, and we would recommend that you take the
time to read them in full.
So, what options do and your clients have?

"Pensionhelp was delighted to become a partner of The SimplyBiz
Group and enjoyed appearing on the Advice Show in September
to talk all things DB. We have received a tremendous amount of
interest from firms and have already completed due diligence on
over 50 firms who are now able to and indeed are, refer cases to
us. We look forward to working with more firms over the coming
weeks."
Update from Creative

"Creative were pleased to partner with The SimplyBiz Group to
give reliable and efficient support to advisers and clients in this
important business area. We have been extremely pleased with
the response we have received from Member and Client Firms so
far and we have received excellent feedback from those using our
services, in particular the personal nature of the advice given. We
have handled over 70 cases so far and look forward to helping even
more advisers and clients in the future."
And introducing our newest partner, Grove Pension
Solutions Limited.

Michael Ormond, Chief Executive, of Grove commented:
“Grove Pension Solutions is delighted to be latest partner to join
The SimplyBiz Group’s DB pension transfer panel. We can offer
advisers and their clients the benefit of our wealth of experience;
I personally have spent over 35 years as a specialist in this market.
Grove has already begun to receive enquiries from SimplyBiz
Members, review the cases and deliver advice, where appropriate,
and we are looking forward to a long and mutually beneficial
relationship with the Group.”

Our pensions helpdesk are always available to answer all your questions.
You can contact them on 01484 439126.
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GOING IT ALONE
Martin Wigginton
He a d o f Pr o d u c t & C o m m e r c i a l
Cofunds

When the government’s pension freedoms opened up income
drawdown to more savers two years ago, there were many questions
asked about what the consequences might be. Would retirees be
more likely to go in search of advice to decide on what’s a critical
but often complex financial arrangement? Or would they be
tempted to do it themselves?
Over £6 billion was invested in income drawdown products in
the first full year of pension freedoms according to the ABI – an
89% rise on the previous year.* Data from the FCA indicates that
around a third of those opting for income drawdown do so without
seeking regulated advice. However, the figure could be higher as
some providers can only provide data on whether the customer
used advice when taking out the original pension. Whatever the
exact figure, it’s of sufficient concern for the FCA to focus heavily
on non-advised sales of retirement products in its Retirement
Outcomes Review, to be published this summer. At the same time,
the Treasury is progressing on its Financial Advice Market Review,
an initiative to see how advice can be made more accessible, born
partly out of the new pension freedoms.**
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Who needs advice?

Any use of the pension freedoms – whether it’s taking an
uncrystallised funds pension lump sum (UFPLS), moving to
income drawdown or buying an annuity – should ideally be treated
as an advice event, unless it involves a very small proportion of the
overall retirement asset pool. The free government service Pension
Wise can be used to guide on the suitability of a course of action.
But figures suggest that only around 17% of consumers looking to
access their pension pot are using the service – and in the case of
drawdown these tend to be those with very small pension pots.***
Plus, of course, Pension Wise cannot advise consumers on what
their specific drawdown strategy should be.
A dynamic challenge

Income drawdown is also a special case because it can never be a
‘fire and forget’ action. Anyone deciding to self-direct needs to be
happy to have an active engagement with the pension fund and
manage their investment portfolio dynamically.
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That involves responsibility for regularly reassessing factors such as:
• What’s the minimum amount of essential income that’s required
each month or quarter (the ‘heat and eat’ element of the income
requirement equation) and what investments can be certain to
deliver this?
• How much cashflow does the investor require beyond this
essential income and how much uncertainty can the investor
tolerate around this?
• Taking into account the factors above, what’s a sustainable
level of income to draw and how should this be adjusted as the
performance of the underlying portfolio changes?
• Is capital growth or income preservation the main driver of the
investment strategy (i.e. what’s a suitable level of investment risk
over time)?
• At what point in retirement will it be sustainable to start
drawing on capital as well as income to meet financial needs?
• Are powers of attorney in place for the day when the customer
loses the will or ability to manage their own assets?
These are challenging questions for an experienced adviser to
answer – let alone someone with little financial expertise coming
up to or in retirement who is likely to face increased cognitive
impairment. It’s sobering to note that in Australia, where pension
freedoms have been available for 30 years, 40% of pensioners
exhaust their pots by age 75.^

'Advi sers l o o kin g to a t t ra c t s e l f di rec ted ret ir ees n eed to b e
abl e to demo n st ra te t h e val u e
of advice a n d h ow it co ul d
p o tenti a l l y en h a n ce r et ireme n t
outcomes beyo n d wha t t h e
a dvice will co st .'
Questioning the 4% rule

An added problem is that an ultra-low interest rate environment
and increased life expectancy are rendering standard income rules
of thumb obsolete. In the 1990s, advisers and academics in the
US determined 4% to be a safe withdrawal rate for an investment
portfolio required to last for 30 years. However, recent research
by Aegon and actuarial firm EValue looked to test that theory
in today’s economic climate. They discovered that a 65 year old
entering drawdown in a low-risk portfolio and taking 4% of the
initial amount each year, has a one in five chance of running out of
money within the 30-year period. A safer withdrawal rate for a lowrisk portfolio was just 2.93%.
How can advisers help?

The fact of life is that drawdown strategies can’t be expected to
survive around rules of thumb or default investment strategies.

Drawdown needs regular reassessment around an individual’s
shifting financial needs and risk profile, and changing market
conditions. Some providers are engineering flexi-access drawdown
products and guidance services for the self-directed market. But
many stress that users requiring a personal recommendation still
need to seek out regulated advice. So is this a market that advisers
should seek to capture further? Advisers looking to attract selfdirected retirees need to be able to demonstrate the value of advice
and how it could potentially enhance retirement outcomes beyond
what the advice will cost.
Holding retirement workshops or workplace seminars for local
employers can help in this respect. Even simple suggestions can
drive home the benefits of professional advice, such as:
• pointing out the greater tax-efficiency that flexi-access
drawdown can offer compared to taking an UFPLS
• helping pre-retirees to maximise their final pension
contributions by carrying forward unused annual allowances
• outlining a consolidation strategy to those with multiple
pension pots.
Streamlining advice

If price is seen as the obstacle to more investors seeking advice on
drawdown, then solutions need to be explored to allow advisory
firms to provide their services at lower cost. But given the highly
personalised nature of an income drawdown strategy, it’s hard to see
how factfinds can be streamlined, or ongoing reviews shortened, to
facilitate this without potentially opening up an adviser to future
liability or the investor to poorer outcomes. The key, of course is
getting individuals interested in advice well in advance of taking
benefits – not after they’ve made expensive mistakes with their
pension pot and are looking for someone to rectify them. Hopefully
the government’s Financial Advice Market Review and the
Retirement Outcomes Review will provide some answers. Proposals
such as allowing a portion of a pension pot to fund pre-retirement
advice and extending the tax and NICS exemption on employerarranged advice may help. But if income drawdown is going to
continue to be available to anyone, including those who don’t want
or feel they can afford full regulated advice, some new thinking on
advice and guidance is urgently required.

For more information, please visit: www.cofunds.co.uk,
www.cofunds.co.uk/perspectives, www.twitter.com/cofunds,
or call 0345 604 4001. Calls may be recorded for training
and quality purposes. Call charges will vary.
This page is for Professional Financial Advisers only
*https://www.abi.org.uk/globalassets/sitecore/files/documents/publications/public/2016/keyfacts/keyfacts2016.pdf
** See Foreword to Financial Advice Market Review – Final Report, March 2016
*** Source: FCA, Retirement Income Market Data, Q3 2015
^ Golden Years? What Freedom and Choice Will Mean for UK Pensioners - Social Market Foundation, November 2015
http://www.smf.co.uk/publications/golden-years-what-freedom-and-choice-will-mean-for-uk-pensioners/
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HOW ARE GLOBAL MARKETS
SET FOR 2018?
David Marchant
M a n a g i n g D i re c t o r & C I O
C a n a d a L i f e In v e s t m e n t s
Despite heightened geopolitical risk, questionable political decisionmaking and monetary policy uncertainty, markets have been
remarkably stable so far in 2017. At Canada Life Investments,
our quarterly asset mix meetings – which bring together all of our
investment professionals – provide us with the opportunity to set
out our expectations for asset prices for the quarter ahead. As the
UK and Europe start to consider joining the US in introducing
some form of monetary tightening, what is the outlook for the final
months of the year?
Fixed Income

The major underlying positive is that the global economy is
continuing its synchronised economic recovery, with 3.6% Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growth expected for 2017 and 3.7% in
2018. The US and China continue to tick over nicely, whilst the
return of 2%+ growth in the Eurozone has delivered a big boost. The
strength of the underlying global economy means that – after a decade
of ultra-loose monetary policy – we are now on a tightening path.
These higher interest rate expectations have put pressure on
government bonds, with both UK gilts and US treasuries posting
negative returns in the third quarter. Corporate bonds did a little
better but returns were still muted. We continue, however, to be more
optimistic on the outlook for corporate credit. Alongside the positive
economic outlook, issuance remains healthy and default rates are
low. Although interest rates are set to rise, we expect the steps will be
gradual, whilst rates will still be relatively low by historic standards.
From a global perspective, we continue to favour Eurozone
corporates, which is driven by the improving economic outlook.
Peripheral nations such as Spain, Ireland, Portugal and Italy are
all now contributing to growth, meaning the recovery is now
significantly more broad-based.
Equities

In the UK, although the outlook for the domestic economy is still a
little up in the air, 80% of the equity market’s revenues in fact come
from overseas. Therefore, the positive outlook for the global economy
largely translates to a positive one for many UK companies. The Brexit
risk remains, in that this will lower growth forecasts relative to the rest
of the world. However, we still expect growth in the UK, with GDP
rising by 1.75% next year.
Outside of the UK, Europe remains our most favoured equity
market driven by improving economic momentum and attractive
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valuations relative to the rest of the world. European equities have
underperformed global equities by a considerable margin over the last
decade, which we believe offers significant catch-up potential. The
outlook for the US is more complicated, however, with the Shiller
price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio currently standing at 31x. Although we
expect a robust economic outlook, an upswing in cyclical growth
tends to see markets such as Europe and Japan outperform.
Property

The commercial property market also continues to tick along and,
despite Brexit-related uncertainty slightly dampening demand, capital
values have remained steady from a national perspective. The City
of London has seen office rents falling marginally in recent months,
reflecting Brexit uncertainty around the demand for space from
financial companies but other parts of Central London have enjoyed
more support due to a more diverse occupier base. The rest of the
UK has been more stable due to limited supply and rents and capital
values have held up well. The one outlier in the commercial property
market remains industrials, which has continued to outperform.
Importantly, property’s attractiveness for all buyers is still its spread
above bonds, which we expect to further support the market for both
domestic and overseas buyers. Our focus remains on identifying
undervalued assets on attractive yields, such as smaller industrial
units in key strategic cities such as Manchester and Bristol.

To read more of our recent thoughts and views, please visit the Canada
Life Investments blog page www.canadalifeinvestments.com/blog.aspx
Important Information
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments may fall as well as rise and
investors may not get back the amount invested. Income from investments may fluctuate.
Currency fluctuations can also affect performance.
The information contained in this document is provided for use by investment professionals and is not for
onward distribution to, or to be relied upon by, retail investors. No guarantee, warranty or representation (express
or implied) is given as to the document’s accuracy or completeness. The views expressed in this document
are those of the fund manager at the time of publication and should not be taken as advice, a forecast or a
recommendation to buy or sell securities. These views are subject to change at any time without notice. This
document is issued for information only by Canada Life Investments. This document does not constitute a direct
offer to anyone, or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares or buy units in fund(s). Subscription for shares
and buying units in the fund(s) must only be made on the basis of the latest Prospectus and the
Key Investor Information Document (KIID) available at www.canadalifeinvestments.com.
Canada Life Investments is the brand for investment management activities undertaken by Canada Life Asset
Management Limited, Canada Life Limited and Canada Life European Real Estate Limited. Canada Life
Asset Management Limited (no. 03846821), Canada Life Limited (no.00973271) and Canada Life European
Real Estate Limited (no. 03846823) are all registered in England and the registered office for all three entities
is Canada Life Place, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BA. Canada Life Asset Management is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Canada Life Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
CLI00988 Expiry 24 October 2018
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COULD IT PAY TO START
ADVISING ON CASH?
S a m Ha n d f i e l d - Jo n e s
He a d o f O c t o p u s C a s h
Octopus Cash
It’s unquestionably a tough time for Britain’s savers. With interest
rates still at record lows, they might feel they’re suffering more than
most. But despite this, for some more risk-averse clients, cash will
always be king.
There’s of course always a better savings rate to be found for
your clients. But the mountains of paperwork that can come with
switching – especially for those clients in need of several bank
accounts to keep all their money protected – can seem like too
much work for too little reward.
Not to mention, having to constantly monitor the market for the
best rate – and, in the case of fixed-term accounts, switch at the end
of each term to avoid being moved onto a ‘standard variable rate’ –
might seem a thankless task.
It’s what’s led to the emergence onto the market of a number of
new cash management solutions for advisers.
From concierge services that scout out the best rates, to fullyfledged technology solutions that spread your money across multiple
banks, there’s a lot to get your head around.
For example, some have very high minimum deposits; while
others might be more appropriate for all manner of client profiles.
Given these new opportunities, we think it’s arguably never been
easier for advisers to broaden the scope of their advice to include
cash – and start adding value where they didn’t before.
And with rates as poor as they are, getting the best deal on your
client’s cash has never been more important. Should it not now be
part of the day job?
Octopus Cash

Octopus Cash aims to take the hassle out of finding your clients a
better savings rate.
It’s a one-year fixed-term savings service that works with some
of the UK’s leading challenger banks to make sure savers are always
on the best rate we can offer – year in, year out. It’s one less thing to
worry about.
Potential benefits

• Find your clients a top-tier rate - Our partner banks offer some of
the best savings rates around
• Say goodbye to switching - Automatically roll your clients’ money
onto our best new rate at the end of the one-year term, with no
extra paperwork

• Keep savings protected - We spread large deposits across up to three
partner banks, helping them save up to £255,000 and still enjoy
complete protection from the FSCS. They can even save more, it
just won’t all be covered.
Key risks

• Octopus Cash is a fixed-term solution - Your clients won’t be able to
withdraw their money before the end of the term
• Only £85,000 is protected at each bank - If your clients currently
save or choose to save with any partner banks in the future, money
held directly at the banks will be protected ahead of money held
with Octopus Cash
Who could benefit?

•
•
•
•
•

Individuals
Businesses
Charities
Powers of Attorney
Court Appointed Deputies

For which clients might it be suitable?

Maybe you have risk-averse clients that want a better rate, but don’t
want the hassle of frequently switching or to lock their money away
for longer than a year. Or maybe they want to maximise their FSCS
coverage, but avoid the admin of opening multiple savings accounts.
These are just some examples of where Octopus Cash may be of
interest, and it can benefit individuals, businesses, charities, powers
of attorney or court appointed deputies. However, this of course
shouldn’t be taken as advice.

To learn more, visit octopuscash.com, email support@octopuscash.com or
speak to one of the team on 0800 294 6848.
For professional advisers only. Not to be relied upon by retail investors. Money placed via Octopus Cash will be with UK PRA
regulated credit institutions. Octopus Cash is offered by Octopus Co-Lend Ltd., 33 Holborn, London, EC1N 2HT – which
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA registration number 722801). Octopus Cash is managed
on a day to day basis by Octopus Institutional Deposits Limited (Company registration number 10163532). Issued by Octopus
Investments, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 33 Holborn, London,
EC1N 2HT. Registered in England and Wales No. 03942880. Issued October 2017.
We may record telephone calls to help improve our customer service.
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THE BOND
ULTIMATUM
HOW SHOULD INVESTORS
RESPOND TO INTEREST
RATE NORMALISATION?
C h a r l e s Z e ra h
Fu n d M a n a g e r
Carmignac
With central banks firmly on the path towards normal interest
rates, the ability to demonstrate flexibility and resilience in all
environments will be crucial for investors. Only an active and
conviction-driven approach will ensure the challenges ahead
can be met.
For the past six years, global bond markets have been fuelled
by investor confidence in the ability of central banks to return
the world’s most prominent economies to their pre-crisis state.
The normalisation of monetary policies now appears to be
inevitable. However, the unwinding of such policies is bound
to have an impact on markets and, given the unprecedented
nature of the experiment and in light of the risks posed by
ending such massive liquidity injections, it remains virtually
impossible to predict the results.
It pays to be flexible

It is therefore now more vital than ever for bond fund managers
to seize investment opportunities by adopting an unconstrained,
non-benchmarked bond management philosophy. We would
argue that the best approach would be based on strong longterm convictions and with a flexible allocation in order to
optimise risk-adjusted returns. Such flexibility can liberate the
manager from the benchmark index and present opportunities to
favour individual asset classes when required. Such an approach
should also incorporate a bottom-up dimension to generate
performance, with a team of experienced analysts who work to
extract alpha from credit, emerging market debt and currencies,
as well as interest rate curves.
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The benefits of taking a comprehensive investment
approach

Ultimately, operating within a large investment universe is
the most essential part of this flexibility, as is the ability to
capture value in both sovereign and credit bond markets, and
on global currencies, without almost any geographical or sector
constraints. In addition, being able to deliver a balanced and
rigorous portfolio construction is essential when attempting to
navigate through turbulent times. Such portfolio construction
will be able to identify the appropriate investment style for
each market environment, according to the position in the
global investment cycle.

'Such f lexibility can liberate
the manager from the
benchmark index and present
opportunities to favour
individual asset classes
when required.’
Tools that give portfolio managers an edge

When it comes to managing portfolio risk and spotting
potential market weaknesses, one should not underestimate
the value of being able to manage directional risk through
interest rates and currency components. A strong knowledge of
derivative instruments can allow an experienced fund manager
to efficiently implement hedging decisions. Such insurance
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'In addition, being able
t o d e l i ve r a b a l a n ce d
and rigorous portfolio
co n s t r u c t i o n i s e s s e n t i a l
w h e n a t t e m p t i n g t o n av i g a t e
through turbulent times.’
strategies may come at an opportunity or explicit cost, but could
also be a major contributor to performance when those risks that
have been identified eventually materialise. The path towards
interest rate normalisation may be underway but diversification
and adaptable portfolio management could prove vital in
providing the leeway needed to overcome difficult markets and
to seize opportunities across the globe.

risk aversion on financial markets) proved beneficial. However,
after the collapse in interest rate expectations during the first half
of the year, we substantially reduced portfolio risk by reducing
overall modified duration, shorting US and German rates,
reducing allocation to European peripheral sovereign bonds and
increasing our cash and cash equivalents. This combination of
active, flexible and conviction-driven management enabled the
Fund to beat 95% of peers(1) in 2016 with a volatility of 4.6%.
Modified Duration of our Global Bond Fund

Flexible and active portfolio management in practice

The asset management industry has been able to put its not their
views on portfolio management in turbulent times to the test.
For instance, the uncertain environment for bonds during 2016,
due to the risk of disinflation across many developed economies,
has provided an opportunity to demonstrate Global Bond
Funds’ truly flexible and active approach.
At Carmignac, the first half of 2016 saw our Global Bond
Fund, which has a wide modified duration range (-4 to +10),
take a high modified duration stance. Also, a significant
allocation to US dollar and yen currencies (to hedge against the

To discover fully how responsiveness brings reward,
visit www.carmignac.co.uk.
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WHICH IS BEST - ACTIVE OR
PASSIVE FUNDS?

Ve r b a t i m
Asset Management
Verbatim Asset Management provides an array of different investment solutions, including
both active and passive funds. Verbatim has often talked about the importance of a diverse
portfolio, utilising both strategies, but the age old question of which is ‘best’, still remains.
Alex Burn, recently appointed co fund manager of the Verbatim
Total Clarity Passive Funds and Investment Manager at Architas,
discusses the extensive piece of research they have conducted
recently around this issue.
“The tug of war between managers of active and passive funds is
long established, and it would appear that index matching passive
strategies have the advantage.
In fact, the latest analysis of global fund flows predicts that in the
next few years, assets invested in passive strategies could overtake
those in active funds in the US. Given the outlook globally, a similar
theme could soon occur in other developed markets.
Active management has somewhat been a victim of its own
success, with index funds’ increasingly competitive performance
being somewhat attributable to the huge surge in financial
professionals over the past half a century. Over this time, those
engaged in the act of “price discovery”, namely, forecasting the
future price and return of equity markets, increased 200 times
over. Coupled with the monumental rise in derivative products,
3 0 ADVISERF I R S T

trading volumes, retail platforms, research terminals, quantitative
strategies and artificial intelligence, global financial markets have
become “the world’s most effective prediction machine”.
Charles Ellis of Greenwich Associates summarises the
challenge active managers face in outperforming an increasingly
efficient market, “…that in toe-to-toe competition versus nearequal competitors, most active managers will not and cannot
recover the costs and fees they charge”.
Given that standpoint, an interesting contrast is delivered by
Hargreaves Lansdown, one of the largest UK fund supermarkets
for retail clients, which reports that only one in ten investors
hold one or more passive funds, and that this number has only
risen from 6% in 2011.
Architas have therefore conducted their own investigation to
understand two questions;
1. Have active managers underperformed their benchmarks?
2. Is the likelihood of outperformance limited to particular
		 areas of the global market?
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'In fact, the latest analysis of
global fund f lows predicts that
in the next few years, assets
invested in passive strategies
could overtake those in active
funds in the US. Given the
outlook globally, a similar
theme could soon occur in
other developed markets.'
In order to answer these questions, we have compiled a database
of around 4,500 active equity funds available for sale across
Europe, which have a track record back to at least the beginning
of 2010 and categorised them across 25 varied sectors. By
capturing data since 2010, we avoid the anomalies following the
global financial crisis, as well as capturing the period in which
passive strategies have largely proliferated.
To justify fees, an active manager should be considered
‘successful’ if they are able to deliver at least one or, ideally, a
combination of the below:
1. Better returns than the index after fees
2. A positive risk adjusted return (in terms of Alpha) –
		 meaning a more efficient allocation of risk than the market
3. A lower level of risk – to deliver an element of downside
		 protection
For each of these measures, we judge success as being able to
produce both;
• a superior result over the entire seven year period since the
beginning of 2010 and
• a better result in at least four of the individual seven calendar
years from 2010 to 2016.
By achieving the above, the manager will have both produced a
superior result over time and given the investor a realistic chance
of capturing this, by delivering some level of consistency.
Initially, reviewing the funds which have returned in excess
of their indices, the landscape seems bleak for active investors.
Only four sectors have more outperforming managers than
underperforming and only eight sectors have a third of funds
outperforming the indices. To compound the problem, the
most opportune areas for active managers are those which
typically represent very small allocations of global benchmarks,
such as regional small cap funds as well as smaller, regional
emerging markets such as Indian, Latin American and emerging
European equities. An area of optimism, however, is within UK
and UK equity income funds, which have a strong history of
active managers being able to outperform.

The result on a risk-adjusted return basis differs only
marginally, but the trend does improve slightly in favour of the
active managers. However, in the main, the larger allocations of
the global equity market such as the US, Japan, global emerging
market and broad global equity funds have less than a third of
managers being measured as successful. This does support the
common belief that the more developed equity markets are more
efficient at pricing assets and therefore it’s more difficult for active
managers to outperform the index.
Finally, we look at risk. Should an active manager fail to
provide improved returns, they should at least consistently
provide an alternative strategy, which can provide lower risk
than the market, potentially offering some element of downside
protection. Results improve slightly but, in-line with the previous
trends, the best sectors lie in the smaller, more esoteric, less well
researched areas such as emerging markets, small cap and, to
a degree, more specialist areas of property and precious metal
funds. An interesting observation is the stark difference in
performance of UK managers, who seem to deliver some positive
returns, but are taking more risk to do so.
It is clear that a level of expertise is needed to select active
managers which have the potential to outperform in a simple
return sense. Despite the odds being skewed against us, we still
employ a US equity sector specialist and we still believe we are
able to find managers that can outperform in that sector and all
others too.
But given the above evidence, passive strategies would seem
an opportune means to gain market levels of performance,
whilst seeking to limit underperformance by benefiting from
scale to reduce fees.
Our role is to try and use the risk budget we have for each
of our passive portfolios and allocate as efficiently as possible,
between the different regions delivering the best possible
risk adjusted returns. As well as select and ensure that each
passively managed underlying fund matches its risk and return
characteristics as closely as possible and in the most cost
effective way.”

For more information, call us on 0808 12 40 007, or visit
www.verbatim-am.co.uk, calls may be recorded.
Verbatim has taken due care and attention in preparing this article, which is solely for the use of professional advisers. Verbatim
cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies arising from the information contained in this article, and will not accept liability
for any loss arising out of or in connection with its use.
AXA is a worldwide leader in financial protection and wealth management. Architas operates three legal entities in the UK;
Architas Multi-Manager Limited (AMML), Architas Advisory Services Limited (AASL) and Architas Limited. Both AMML
and AASL are owned by Architas Limited, which is 100% owned by AXA UK plc (a company registered in England & Wales),
with the ultimate parent and controlling company being AXA SA (a company registered in France). AMML is an investment
company that provides access to other investment managers’ services through a range of multi-manager solutions, including
regulated collective investment schemes. AMML in the UK works with strategic partners and AXA Group internal fund
managers, to find out more information about this please visit architas.com/inhousestratpartners/. Architas Multi-Manager
Limited is a company limited by shares and authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. It is registered in
England: No. 06458717. Registered Office: 5 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1AD.
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FED UP WITH
PLATFORM
BLATHER?
Alistair Wilson
He a d o f R e t a i l P l a t f o r m St ra t e g y
Zurich UK Life
No matter what you read today about platforms, you don’t
have to go far until you hear comments from people and
organisations declaring that platforms are all the same. Then,
of course, the value for money question immediately pops up.
And if all platforms are the same, offering the same values and
benefits to advisers and clients, then the comparison is fairly

' An d i f a l l pl at fo r m s a r e th e
same , of fe ri ng t he sam e values
and b e n efi t s to a d v i se r s a n d
clien t s , t h e ch e a pe r o ne mus t
b e b e t te r , r i gh t ?

of numbers means nothing to the average client. That is why,
at Zurich, we’ve made it simple and straightforward for your
clients to follow what they are charged.
Not tax wrapper dependent, just a set charge for how
much they have invested on the platform, plus a yearly fee for
pensions. No initial costs, no exit fees and nothing extra when
deciding to move into different tax wrappers or taking benefits.
No ad hoc fees for paper valuations or for changing income or
mutual fund selection.
Wouldn’t that go down well when buying a car, knowing
before you actually buy what the servicing costs are likely to be
for the next 10 years?
MAKING CHANGES

straightforward. The cheaper one must be better, right?
But let’s cut to the chase. The difficulty is patently that
platforms are not the same. There are different companies
offering different tech, different propositions on each platform,
different support structures, different ways of extracting cost
and then there is the issue of transparency.
So let’s deal with the elephant in the room: price. With an
investment platform, your clients can’t assess what is ‘value’ on
price alone, as they are unlikely to fully understand what the
platform can do for them. What they can do, of course, is look
at the price structure and see if they can understand it.
Having different transaction fees and pages (and pages)
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When it is time to change the level of withdrawal or income,
change bank accounts, change addresses, change fund
selection, change income amounts or the date income is paid,
don’t fuss about sending us paper. Everything is completed
online at yours and your clients’ convenience. Done and won
(horrible statement). And if you need to change any of this
again, no bother.
We have a bit of a specialism around income and making
sure clients receive it when they want it. You can manage cash
on the platform if you wish or the platform will do it for you,
making sure clients know when to expect they will be paid –
we have it covered.
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' Th e r e p o r t i n g o f f e r e d
through our platform will
h e l p c l i e n t s s e e t h e i r ow n
individual assets regardless of
who manages them.’
Your clients will want to know how well their assets are
growing or delivering their income. The reporting offered
through our platform will help clients see their own individual
assets regardless of who manages them – the adviser, third-party
model portfolio or DFM.
Then there’s taking income or a withdrawal from just one
fund. For us, no problem. You may be surprised who can’t do
the same out there in the market.

This adds greater certainty of expectation for clients and you.
Our platform talks to many back office systems and, in the
case of Intelliflo and Distribution Technology, info can be pushed
directly onto the platform, with no need to re-key the same stuff.
Saving on legwork (finger work!) is not to be sniffed at.
So, all told, we have good news for advisers looking for
simplicity and benefits for clients other than just consolidated
statements and having all their assets in one place. An easier
life all round.
We could have just unfurled a big list of plus points, but
where’s the fun in that?

PRE-FUNDING

What’s your view on stock markets at the moment? High or
low? Phasing an investment into the market may suit a client’s
tolerance of loss. All handled automatically by our platform.
Set it up and leave it to us and it’s sorted. Same as rebalancing
model portfolios. Set it up to happen automatically and leave it
alone or undertake a manual rebalance. Your choice.
Money going back to the client, money moving around the
platform, switching funds or just more being paid into pensions?
We pre-fund all of that. As we do for money managed by DFMs.

To find out how Zurich’s Platform could be the right choice for you and
your clients phone your Zurich consultant on 08085 546 546 or visit
www.zurichintermediary.co.uk
We may record or monitor calls to improve our service
The Zurich Intermediary Platform is provided by Sterling ISA Managers Limited. Zurich is a trading name of Sterling
ISA Managers Limited. Sterling ISA Managers Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered in England and Wales under company number 02395416. Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve,
Cheltenham, GL52 8XX
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PERSPECTIVES ON INCOME
K e l l y Pr i o r
In v e s t m e n t M a n a g e r
BMO Global Asset Management
In a world in which many traditional sources of yield are failing
to deliver the goods, you have to look harder for income and
diversification is key.
The days of the UK stock market dominating global dividends are
long gone and income seekers are well advised to take a worldwide
perspective when looking for yield. Our portfolio’s equity income
exposure has become a lot more geographically diverse in the years
since its launch in 2007 – a trend that reflects challenges at home but
perhaps more importantly, the broadening income opportunity set.
Underlying fund yields
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Avoiding fixed thinking in fixed income

Fixed income is an important component of our income strategy –
here, again, a broader perspective and diversification stand to the fore
of our thinking. Nowadays it is almost a given that you need to look
beyond government bonds for income but when doing so it is critical
that you know and understand the risks you are taking in return for
higher yield. In fact, our recent review of the fixed income space and
our holdings served to underline the importance of this focus. Time
and again, managers spoke to us about a deterioration in the quality of
the covenants between issuer and bond holder. Failing to adequately
understand and factor in a bond’s provisions can provide a painful
lesson, which is why we are keen to ensure we favour managers
that really get to grips with individual issues and the underlying
assets in which they are investing. These ‘assets’ can vary hugely – a
supermarket operator may issue credit secured on its properties (real
assets) whilst investors in an issue from a pub operator may simply be
buying into an income stream driven by bar takings – a potential ‘glass
half empty’ if the company begins to struggle.

Land(s) of the rising dividend

Alternative locations

It’s not that long ago that we introduced our first dedicated emerging
markets equity income fund an addition reflecting the fact that
emerging markets are now more than just a growth play. Of course,
selectivity is key and managers need to carefully pick companies
with the right cash flow profile and a progressive dividend policy.
Dividends have certainly taken on greater importance in Japan –
historically a country lacking the conditions and mind-set associated
with sustainable equity income. That’s changed with Prime Minister
Abe’s ‘three arrows’ and the greater emphasis being placed on
corporate governance and shareholder-friendly practices.

Property is a mainstay of many income portfolios but even in an asset
type favoured for its reliable income delivery it can be beneficial to
take a broader view. Our property exposure currently includes a fund
investing in student accommodation that allows us to tap-into the
imbalance in supply and demand for student housing in areas like
London. We also invest in a holiday park operator that has proven to
be a resilient performer in difficult times – performance that stood in
marked contrast to more mainstream property options. Diversification
of yield can also be enhanced by the numerous ‘income alternatives’
now available and with the right research capabilities it is possible to
identify opportunities in areas such as asset lease financing, peer-topeer lending and aircraft leasing.

Shifting from growth to income

Diversification of income is also key from a sectoral perspective.
Historically, equity income portfolios have been heavily biased towards
the likes of the utilities, telecoms and consumer staples sectors. The
US stock market illustrates how the situation has changed. The
tech sector was once a hunting ground for growth but is now home
to cash rich giants capable of paying attractive yields. But do these
overseas opportunities make UK equity income a redundant concept?
Thankfully not, but given the valuations among many income stalwart
‘bond proxies’ and the lack of yield from the likes of the banks post the
financial crisis, it is important to focus on opportunities that reflect a
‘changing of the guard’. That may mean selecting managers focused
down the cap scale or selecting those seeking companies and/or sectors
where dividend payments may be set for a renaissance or improvement.
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For more information on our funds, please contact your usual sales
representative, our Sales Support team on 0800 085 0383 or at
sales.support@bmogam.com or visit www.bmogam.com/adviser.
Views and opinions have been arrived at by BMO Global Asset Management and should not be considered to be
a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any products that may be mentioned.
For professional investors only. Please remember that yields are not guaranteed and are subject to fluctuation. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments and income derived from them can
go down as well as up as a result of market or currency movements and investors may not get
back the original amount invested.
© 2017 BMO Global Asset Management. All rights reserved. BMO Global Asset Management is a trading name
of F&C Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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A SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS THROUGH
SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENTS
Ti m C o v e rd a l e
Business Development Manager
S e v e n In v e s t m e n t M a n a g e m e n t ( 7 I M )
The first ethical fund was launched some 33 years ago, but despite
the efforts to promote such funds, including initiatives such as the
Good Money Week that took place in mid-October as it has done
since 2008, only 1.2% of new Investment Association fund flows
goes into these types of funds.
But why should you look into these funds? 7IM believes that
there are two main reasons: the potential quality of returns and the
opportunity to promote your services through a broader appeal to
new prospects.
Let’s look at performance first. As our article in the latest
SISpatch outlined, it remains the most asked question of 7IM’s
investment team with regard to our own sustainable fund, the 7IM
Sustainable Balance Fund. The view that performance must take a
hit by excluding some often big names to ensure that any ethical or
related issues are covered still perpetuates.
Camilla Ritchie, the principle manager of the fund, notes however
that the approach taken by some of the more ethical investments
on the spectrum is supportive of returns and reduces risk. She uses
the example of Volkswagen’s removal from a key global index that
screens for environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors (the
MSCI ACWI ESG Index). This happened just months before the
emissions scandal hit. So the index’s view of the burgeoning corporate
governance issues was a flag that could have been heeded by many
more investors than just those focused on ESG indicators, and offered
a timely exit prior to the share price sliding.
This view is supported by 7IM’s 10-year plus track record – one
of the longest among multi asset funds with a sustainable investment
philosophy – although, of course, past performance can never been
seen as a guide to future returns. We encourage advisers to dig into
the detail of any funds before advocating them to clients, not least
because funds in this sector come in all shades of green, while the
lines between ‘sustainable’ and ‘ethical’ can be quite blurry. The 7IM
Sustainable Balance Fund, for example, has an exclusion policy to
avoid undesirable companies, such as those which are involved in
weapons or tobacco, while acceptable companies are then scored on
environmental, social and governance criteria. She notes though that
the rules that each manager applies differ.
Once you are convinced of an investment case, the conversation
can then continue onto the burgeoning body of research that
highlights that female and millennial investors are more likely, up to

twice as much, to select such funds. Adding some of these funds to
your usual list to approach new prospects, preferably with an ethical
case study pre-prepared, may offer up the opportunity for you to be
able to get a foot in a new door and garner new clients.
While the statistics supporting an increase in the wealth of female
clients are well known, it often requires you taking a step back from
the day-to-day workload to properly appreciate the potential. The
likelihood that a female client will outlive their male counterparts
and the demise of annuities mean you could easily have a female
client for many more years than you would her spouse.
Women are also earning more in their own right. The growth
in female participation in the workplace has been thoroughly
publicised, but the seniority of women is also on the rise. There are
now zero all-male boards in the FTSE 100, down from 21 in 2011;
and only 15 all-male boards in the FTSE 250, down from 152 in
2011. The increase in seniority and transparency on pay means
women are increasingly likely to be better paid too and increasingly
outpacing their partners.
A 2015 study by the insurance company LV= highlighted this, and
offered a link to the consideration of more millennial clients too, since
one in four women under the age of 24 out-earn their partners. But
millennials, more broadly, are also an increasingly better target due
to workplace pension schemes, as they may become more significant
wealth-wise more quickly than previous generations.
Tim is the Business Development Manager for 7IM
and manages their relationship with The SimplyBiz
Group.

For more information about 7IM, please log on to the SimplyBiz
investment services site. Or you can talk to the team.
Tim can be reached on 07545 208112 or by email at
Tim.Coverdale@7im.co.uk. Or please call 020 7760 8777 and ask
for support from Chris Coombs, Alex Cole or Tom Hardy.
Seven Investment Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Member of
the London Stock Exchange. Registered office: 55 Bishopsgate, London EC2N 3AS. Registered in
England and Wales No. OC378740.
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ALONG WHICH TRACK WILL
YOU CHARGE?
L i z Pe m b e r t o n
Director of Platform Consultancy
Cofunds
It’s been over four years since the changes to adviser
remuneration proposed by the Retail Distribution Review
came into effect. In addition, April 2016 marked the ‘Sunset
deadline’, when platforms such as Cofunds moved completely to
commission-free share classes.
Over the past four years, we’ve worked hard to help advisers
transition to commission-free share classes and set up their own
adviser charging models on the Cofunds platform. So with all
these milestones out of the way, how is the world of platformbased adviser charging shaping up?

service. In some cases, this may be because they are deceased or
uncontactable. But there is still work to be done to re-engage
such clients, whether that’s by offering them a full-advice,
advice-lite or execution-only solution.
This is only the start of adviser charging on a major scale among
Cofunds-based firms. As the economics of fee-based charging
become clearer, it will be interesting to watch how the level of
fees and range of client propositions trend. Right now, however,
adviser charging on platform seems to have found a receptive
and pro-active audience among firms and clients alike.

How and what firms are charging

Adviser charging in numbers

It’s always interesting to see how other advisers are managing their
business. So we’ve analysed our customer base of around 8,000
advisory and 26 execution-only firms to show what and how
advisers are charging for their services in a post-RDR world.
What is clear is that firms have embraced the opportunity to take
control of their own remuneration and the chance to tailor both
fees and propositions to different client needs. One-third of firms
are choosing to offer more than one client proposition to their
active client base – a proportion that increases to 72% among
those firms that use the Cofunds platform actively and frequently.
Likewise, over half of all firms have set up more than one fee
model. But among active Cofunds users, multiple-fee model
creation rises to 89%, reflecting a strong interest in aligning
remuneration to different client service propositions.
It’s also evident that percentage-based fees rather than fixed fees
are finding most popularity with advisers, being used by 94%
of firms on Cofunds. The average annual adviser charge is 0.7%
whereas the ongoing fee for a self-directed client reduces to an
average of 0.4%.

(Based on firms’ use of fees on the Cofunds platform)

• The average ongoing charge advisers are choosing to levy is 0.7%.
Execution only firms are typically charging in the region of 0.4%
or less
• Almost three-quarters (72%) of firms that actively use Cofunds
are choosing to offer more than one client segment, or client service
proposition, to their clients
• Less than 0.9% of investors on Cofunds have disengaged or been
disengaged from their adviser since April 2016
• 89% of firms that actively use Cofunds have set up more than one
fee model on the platform
• 94% of advisers are choosing to charge percentage-based fees rather
than fixed fees
• Among execution-only firms, 94% of clients have been signed-up
to a fee model. Among advisory firms, the figure is 90%
• 1011 firms have at least one self-directed client proposition
• Around 5% of clients on Cofunds still need to be formally assigned
to their

Fee-based charging model

Fears that clients wouldn’t easily move to an adviser fee-based
charging model have largely proven unfounded. To date, 94% of
clients on Cofunds have been successfully assigned to an advice
firm fee model and only 0.9% of investors have disengaged or
been removed from their adviser’s agency.
Of course, this does still leave around 5% of clients on
advisers’ books who haven’t yet been formally engaged in a
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For more information, please visit: www.cofunds.co.uk ,
www.cofunds.co.uk/perspectives, www.twitter.com/cofunds
or call 0345 604 4001. Calls may be recorded for training and
quality purposes. Call charges will vary.
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GOING TO GET TOUGHER?
D a v i d Ha m b i d g e
D i r e c t o r o f Mu l t i - A s s e t Fu n d s
Pr e m i e r A s s e t M a n a g e m e n t
Returns likely to be lower

We have been pleasantly surprised by the performance of global
stock markets so far this year with equities responding positively
to a pick up in the global economy and, more importantly,
improving corporate earnings. That said, we believe that returns
going forward are going to be much harder to come by and
almost certainly significantly lower than those achieved over the
last eight years or so.
I don't think that this is a particularly controversial view,
indeed nearly everyone I speak to is well aware that investment
returns over the next few years are likely to be much lower.
However, where my opinion differs to that of many is how we
should respond to the prospect of lower returns.
Cutting costs seems like the obvious solution. This is
something that can be controlled and I am certainly not going
to argue that lower costs for investors is a bad thing. Clearly it
is not. However, my view is that many of the very cheap hybrid
equity and bond products on the market are likely to produce
disappointing returns at best over the next few years.
The biggest concern that we have about equity and bond
hybrid products is much more on the bond side rather than
equities. Sitting above equity in the capital structure, corporate
bonds by their very nature should be a safer bet. However, whilst
the returns on these bonds has become lower and lower, we have
noticed that their life has been increasing and with it the level
of interest rate risk. Meanwhile developed market government
bonds which by many are considered risk free have a lack of
yield support these days. Not only does this tell us that returns
of yesteryear can't possibly be repeated but also they are going to
become less useful as an 'insurance' asset while volatility of returns
is likely to be much higher than we have become used to.

For investors with less of a stomach for volatility, this creates
all sorts of challenges. Historically, these investors would have
a high level of bonds with some equity which would produce
a good level of income (or total return) but with relatively low
volatility. Today, as mentioned earlier, such a portfolio is likely to
produce a much lower return with much more volatility.

‘However, my view is that many
of the ver y cheap hybrid equity
and bond products on the
market are likely to produce
disappointing returns at best
over the next few years.'
Increasing use of alternatives

In our lower risk mandates we have responded to these challenges
in a number of ways. Firstly we have kept the interest rate
sensitivity of our bond portfolios relatively low including some
floating rate debt. Secondly, we are making increasing use of
alternative strategies such as market neutral equity long/short
funds. And thirdly we continue to source other alternative assets
that have a low correlation with equities and bonds.
So in summary, we expect the going to get tougher from here
although we still believe interest rates will remain well below their
historic norm for many years to come and this in turn will drive
demand for risk assets. The current equity bull market may be one
of the longest in history but it doesn’t seem like the conditions
are in place for the current run to end any time soon. Bull
markets normally come unstuck when investor sentiment is in the
euphoric stage and we are nowhere near that.

Diversified portfolio of equities

As far as the best future investment opportunities are concerned,
that really depends on your clients’ desired outcome. For longterm investors, equities remain an appropriate asset class. Yes,
they may be expensive by historic standards but with deposit
rates and bond yields languishing at such low levels, they should
be. If you believe that the global economy will continue to grow
then I would suggest that a diversified portfolio of equities should
produce far superior returns to bonds on a five to ten year view.
Yes, the volatility will be higher in equities for sure but the irony
is that greater risks probably lie in bonds.

For more information, please visit www.premierfunds.co.uk/
IMPORTANT INFORMATION: This article is for information purposes and is only to be issued to financial intermediaries. It
is not for circulation to retail clients. It expresses the opinion of the investment manager and does not constitute advice. Reference
to any particular stock does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell a stock. Persons who do not have professional
experience in matters relating to investments should always speak with a financial adviser before making an investment decision.
For your protection, calls may be monitored and recorded for training and quality assurance purposes.
Issued by Premier Asset Management. ‘Premier Asset Management’ and ‘Premier’ are the marketing names used to describe the
group of companies including Premier Fund Managers Limited and Premier Portfolio Managers Limited, which are authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority of 25 the North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS and are
subsidiaries of Premier Asset Management Group plc. The registered address of all companies is Eastgate Court, High Street,
Guildford, GU1 3DE. Premier Portfolio Managers Ltd is registered in England no. 01235867. Premier Fund Managers Ltd is
registered in England no. 02274227. Premier Asset Management Group plc is registered in England no. 06306664.
17.10.1354CC
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SWAPS AND
SPREADS: WHERE
WE THINK RATES
ARE HEADED
A n d re w C o l q u h o u n
In v e s t m e n t Pr o p o s i t i o n D i r e c t o r
Scottish Widows
Core Interest Rates

Early in 2017, we took the view that UK long-term interest
rates remained too low in light of economic fundamentals, such
as growth and inflation. Yields on the 10-year gilt averaged just
1.25% in Q1 2017, compared to 2.45% for the 10-year US
Treasury. The yield on 10-year UK Government gilts dropped
steeply to a low of 0.61% in August 2016 after the Brexit
referendum in anticipation of an economic setback, but while
the UK economy did slow, it did not go into recession.
To be clear, the UK growth outlook remains mediocre (which
we consider relevant for UK corporate credit spreads, discussed
below), but nonetheless we maintained it was substantially better
than expected in the wake of the referendum. GDP data for
the third quarter of 2017 rose to 0.4%, beating expectations and
contributing to the Bank of England’s decision to raise rates by
0.25% at its November meeting. This was the first increase in
the base rate in a decade.
Based on our view of economic fundamentals, Scottish
Widows implemented a trade using interest rate swaps that
would capture a benefit from rising long-term UK rates. We
entered into the trade when the 10-year gilt yield was at 1.11%.
The trade so far has been beneficial, with the yield on 10-year
gilts rising to 1.32% as of 17 November.
We expect ongoing benefit as UK and global rates rise further
amid the broadest-based, most synchronised economic expansion
since before the financial crisis. However, we do not expect a
return to the levels seen before the global financial crisis.
Longer-term inflation expectations appear to have dropped
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'Based on our view of
economic fundamentals,
Scottish Widows implemented
a trade using interest rate
swaps that would capture a
benefit from rising long-term
UK rates.’
in many major economies since 2008, lowering long-term
interest rates by reducing the compensation investors require for
expected inflation. The European Central Bank and the Bank
of Japan are still buying bonds in large volumes, even as the US
Federal Reserve starts to run off its holdings and the ECB has
announced the intention of (if not the details on) unwinding
its quantitative easing programme. More fundamental forces,
including demographics and technological change, may also be
influencing global savings and investment patterns in a way that
reduces real interest rates.
UK Corporate Credit

We view UK corporate credit as expensive, relative to
credit in other markets. We have accordingly re-allocated out
of sterling and into global credit for our With-Profits funds
and a portion of our default Pension Investment Approaches/
Governed Investment Strategies credit allocations. (Our Premier
funds were allocated to global credit from their inception.)

I N V E S T M E N T ADVISERFIRST

Historically, UK corporate credit spreads (the difference
between the interest rate on UK corporate bonds and
government debt of similar maturity) have generally moved
in line with broader business conditions, which we can track
with the Lloyds Bank Business Barometer (see chart). The
clearest example is 2008-2009 as the global financial crisis
broke out. Spreads also widened in 2015 as business confidence
deteriorated amid intensifying concern over a global relapse into
recession and deflation. Spreads narrowed to record lows in the
structured credit boom of 2006-2007, just before the crisis, but
this was also a time of gradually improving business conditions.
The Barometer’s gauge of sentiment deteriorated sharply in
the wake of the Brexit referendum, rebounded somewhat, and
then deteriorated further in July 2017. However, investmentgrade corporate credit spreads have not widened materially (see
chart); the recent widening in ‘A’ grade spreads only unwinds a
dip to very low levels over the summer, while ‘BBB’ spreads have
narrowed further.
We think long-term interest rates on UK government debt
have failed to respond to some improvement in the UK’s
economic prospects and remain low relative to fundamentals.
But we also think credit spreads are not giving investors enough
compensation for the uncertainties still facing the economy,
relative to spreads available in other markets. The disjuncture
between credit spreads and broader business conditions is the
primary reason why we are cautious on UK credit spreads
relative to other markets. Spreads are low and therefore credit is
expensive in other markets, but this looks consistent with more
positive economic sentiment.

How to explain this discrepancy? The narrowing in UK
corporate spreads since October 2016 broadly coincided with
the Bank of England’s implementation of a corporate bond
purchase scheme from September 2016 to April 2017, under
which the central bank bought £10bn in corporate bonds.
We believe the Bank’s purchase programme has been partly
responsible for the narrowing in spreads. But as the Bank is
perceived to be becoming more hawkish, this could change.
UK Corporate Credit Spreads vs. Business Sentiment

To find out more about what Scottish Widows can do to help further
support you and your business, please visit their website at
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/extranet
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There’s really nothing difficult to
understand about SimplyProtect.
In fact we have to work hard to
make it look a little more complex
than it really is!
SimplyProtect is an ‘opt in club’ that gives
the users of the service access to enhanced
commission from leading protection providers
that can significantly increase your protection
income.

Enhanced Commission on all business
placed with the eight partners
No Change to your current
selection processes
Remain independent as you are still
free to place business elsewhere
Free Access to Synaptic’s Webline
quotation portal

If you are already a registered user, you will
know that Version 7 took the number of
providers to eight, with some of the largest
names in the protection sector. So, even if
you are not yet a user, it’s highly unlikely
that you will be placing business outside of
this segment.

Number of Providers

No Cost to become a SimplyProtect
user

Where are you on the income scale? Let the numbers speak
for themselves…
Here’s a simple example based on
the average commission earned for a
£50 per month policy:

WOM rates return commission of

£1,093
SimplyProtect rates return
£1,224

1 Non users – If you offer protection, (and why wouldn’t
you?) you are missing out on valuable additional income for
doing no more work than you’ve been doing previously.
1 Users that have not as yet upgraded – you might still be
earning from those providers on earlier versions but, if
you place any business with the providers new to any of
the subsequent versions, then you are missing out on that
enhanced commission.
1 Current Version 7 users – You need to do nothing other
than keep meeting your clients’ protection requirements
and reaping the benefits of SimplyProtect.
Dependent upon where you sit in our graph – you may want
to change your position to be a fully signed up SimplyProtect
Version 7 user. To do this you need you go to the Protection
area on the website and:
1 If you are new to SimplyProtect, just register your firm and
you’ll be able to use the service quickly
1 If you just need to upgrade to Version 7 – simply follow the
upgrade prompts.
Please note that a firm’s principal has to be the one to sign up
or upgrade.

That’s an uplift on commission of £131 on just
one case with no additional work!
So ask yourself – how many do you or could you place in a year
– and how much better off would you be?
To put it another way, even if protection is a small percentage
of your business turnover – take a look at the additional
income you could earn with SimplyProtect.

£8,592
£5,944
£5,155
£2,577
£1,718

Additional Commission

Broadly speaking our firms fall into one of three categories
under SimplyProtect, as shown in the graph above.

£0

£50,000

£100,000

£150,000

£200,000

£250,000

Business Turnover
The graph above shows the additional commission that is achievable for
businesses that write between 20% and 30% protection business.

It’s not quite E = mc2
It’s more like SP = CI + 0EE
CI, being commission increased
plus zero extra effort!

If you have any queries or questions, want help signing up as a SimplyProtect user
or need to upgrade, feel free to contact one of the team on 01484 439160.

As a representative example, a straightforward £50 per month policy could return an average commission to you of £1,093 using the WOM route.
Using SimplyProtect as your channel to the provider, your return would increase to £1224, whilst sourcing and placing the business in the same way you would previously.
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HOW EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
CAN HELP TO ENGAGE STAFF
According to the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD), an employer needs to consider three
factors:
• Intellectual engagement
• Affective engagement
• Social engagement
That means thinking about how to do a job better, feeling
positive about doing a good job, and taking opportunities to
discuss work-related improvements with colleagues.
Or, more simply, it’s all about making staff feel happy and
valued at work.
Gain an advantage by engaging employees

Businesses that engage and motivate their staff will find
themselves ahead of the competition. CIPD research* suggests
that UK job engagement in the private sector in spring 2017
was lower than the same period in 2016.
Benefits are a well-established way to engage staff.
Providing support for an employee, or their loved ones, when
it’s most needed is one way to increase loyalty. And that’s
where insurance can be an invaluable tool for building morale,
and improving retention and productivity.

Claire McCartney, research adviser for the CIPD, says that
employee expectations are rapidly changing. “Despite wider
global economic uncertainty, employers need to think of new
ways to keep their employees engaged and committed” she said.
In an evolving landscape, insurance benefits can increase
engagement, boost commitment and attract the best talent.
Understanding employee insurance

Group insurance products cover a variety of possible scenarios
and can be used individually or as part of a larger offering.
While there are terms and conditions that apply to all insurance
cover, the principal schemes and their benefits include:
• Life insurance – provides a tax-free lump sum to an employee’s
family (or other beneficiary) in the event of the employee’s death
• Income Protection (for long term) and Sick Pay Insurance
(for short term) – provides a regular replacement income in the
event of illness or injury, based on a percentage of the employee’s
salary
• Critical Illness insurance – provides a tax-free lump sum if an
employee suffers any defined medical conditions and survives for
a set period
• Dental insurance – covers the cost of routine procedures and
contributes to more complex and expensive treatment

Attract the best

Recruitment is a key to success and insurance benefits will
engage not only existing employees, but also potential ones.
Jobseekers are increasingly empowered and looking at the
benefits on offer before deciding to apply. The best candidates
know they are in a strong position in the marketplace and are
willing to hold out for the best offers. Great insurance benefits
are an attractive proposition and show the nature of the
employer they’re considering working for.

Unum offers all the products above to help protect some 1.4 million
UK employees. Contact simply@unum.co.uk to find out about the
ways that Unum can help your business boost employee engagement.
Interested in more content like this? Visit Unum’s content hub
clive.unum.co.uk for the latest insights and analysis in
workplace wellbeing and employee benefits.
* CIPD Employee Outlook, Employee Views on Working Life (2017)
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Keeping you informed, educated
and at the top of your game one email at a time.
As you’ve no doubt seen, each month
you receive a variety of messages
from us, each designed to provide
you with the latest compliance news,
strengthen your business proposition
or even make you aware of new
enhancements available exclusively to
you as a Compliance First Client.
But, do you know what
communications you should be
receiving from us? Well wonder no
more, as we’ve got everything covered
below...

Compliance Updates

News round-up

Events & webinars

Each month, our
Technical team collate
the latest regulatory
updates and put them into
one, easily navigatable,
communication designed

Adviser First’s little brother,
Adviser First Update, gives
you a monthly round-up of
the latest news and views
from across the industry,
with the latest updates
from Compliance First
and The SimplyBiz Group
supplimented with exclusive
content from our partners.
When there’s something
exceptional coming up, we’ll
send a one-off email to make
sure you know all about it!

Compliance First run an
extensive learning and
development programme,
that include both face-toface meetings, which cover
a huge variety of content
and topics, and online
webinars brought to you by
The SimplyBiz Group and
our partners. Look out for
our regular emails, which
provide you with extra
details on each event as well
as the opportunity to book
on to your nearest venue.

needs in one clear and
concise message.
U-Comply is released
at the end of the month,
with all previous editions
housed on our website,
alongside all our other
compliance based updates.

For more information, please email marketing@simplybiz.co.uk
and to view all historical communications please visit the
Knowledge Centre section of the Compliance First website.
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TAPPING INTO
CHANGING
CONSUMER
BEHAVIOURS
R i c h a rd A rd r o n
Marketing Director
The SimplyBiz Group
At the tender age of 43, I was horrified when one of my team
said the words ‘alright grandad’ to me the other day. What
crazy thing had I said to merit this unprovoked attack? Well,
I'd inadvertently used the word iPod! Yes, iPod – apparently
old tech, old school and confined to the archives!
A quick Google (yes, I can use all the mod cons) and I
found that ‘The fifth-generation iPod was introduced on
October 12, 2005, shortly after the introduction of the iPod
Nano’. So, from one of the most innovative and, let's face it,
beautiful products, to the back of the drawer with the batteries
and Nokia charger in 12 short years!
So, what’s the point of this rather sad tale? Well, it’s
simply to highlight just how fashions fade, how technology
evolves and how consumer behaviour is changing all the time.
Products and channels are changing at an alarming pace; in
fact, product life spans are closing all the time. No sooner have
you got acquainted with the latest piece of kit or the latest
platform and another has risen up and taken its place (I’m sure
those of you with kids will recognise that this usually happens
on 26th of December!)
So, acknowledging we will probably never be ahead of
the curve when it comes to anticipating which social media
platforms will be the most popular next week, or which
piece of tech to buy for our home that will last long enough
to recover from paying for it, how do we meet changing
consumer behaviour?
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First of all, the good news.

I’m sure we would all agree that the fundamental needs of
clients are still the same – that’s protecting their loved ones,
having a home and saving for the future, whatever that may
hold. Indeed, with an ageing population, this is amplified
over a longer term. If we add to this the fact that most still
want access to sound financial advice, you can be forgiven for
thinking, actually, we don’t really need to make any changes!
Now for the good news. Yes, its only good news - for a change!
Consumers needs haven’t changed, their behaviour has. So
what we need to do is to ensure that we provide information to
them in the way they want to receive it and to provide choice
around how they receive services.
Let's take robo-advice (we may as well get that one out
of the way). Statistics from surveys and, more importantly,
evidence from some of the robo players, highlights the fact
that consumers are not comfortable going online to make key
financial decisions, i.e. without the involvement of a person.
However, a growing number are comfortable with making
everyday transactions online. Without listing the many things
people now do online, let's focus purely on those that have
financial services implications (some of which may not be as
tangible as you think).
Setting up a monthly savings account, buying insurance,
switching energy suppliers, switching banks, checking
statements - all of these things are now readily available to
today’s consumer online, and consumers are using them.

So, if consumers still want advice for financial lifestyle
planning, but want to make simple transactions online, the
obvious thing would be to offer a solution that offers both
(with one naturally leading to the other due to the relationship
you have with your client).
At SimplyBiz, we have created something called NextGen
SimplySites – this is simply the next generation of web
solutions for advisers and their clients. Through NextGen,
you can have the web presence you desire – a nice looking
site, packed with useful information, with the ability to add in
various digital services.
The best thing about all this is that we will build you a
site without any charges and then offer you the choice of
packages and associated monthly running costs, to suit
your needs. For example, for no initial outlay and for only
£20pcm (plus VAT), you can have a site that has:
• reams of content
• energy switching tool from Octopus
• an online quote and buy B&C solution from The Source
• Junior ISA from The Children’s ISA
• quote and Buy Life and CI from Zurich or a whole of
market offering
• up to 10 calculators
• …plus Google Maps, contact form, analytics, support,
social media links and more.
And what’s more, many of these tools will generate you income!

So you don’t need to compromise. Advice reigns supreme, but
when the situation arises, clients can go and ‘buy’ from your site.
One point in passing though. Remember – your clients will
need encouragement to visit your site, so add in some regular
emails, maybe even the odd mailer!

from

THE NEXT GENERATION
OF WEBSITES FOR YOU
AND YOUR CLIENTS
more content
more functionality
more interaction

Find out more
nextgensites.co.uk

To find out more about NextGen SimplySites – visit
www.nextgensites.co.uk and to see more of our marketing tools,
visit www.simplymarketingsolutions.co.uk
This article is an extract from ‘Keeping up with the Jobs’ – A Marketers Tale, which first featured
in Smart Solutions, November 2017.
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highest scored presentation

TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS

PRUDENTIAL (ROUND 2)

EQUAL FIRST SCORE

30

9.16

(ROUND 6 DECEMBER 2017)

946

KIRSTY ANDERSON
“SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO NOW?”

ATTENDEES FROM
FIRST FIVE ROUNDS

INVESCO PERPETUAL (ROUND 5)
MATTHEW PARLOUR & NEAL BAILEY
“MANAGING RISK IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD”

COMPLIANCE FIRST
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EVENTS 2018
ROUND 1

ROUND 2

Tuesday 30th January

Edinburgh

Wednesday 14th March

Edinburgh

Wednesday 31st January

Durham

Thursday 15th March

Durham

Tuesday 6th February

Falkirk

Tuesday 20th March

Falkirk

Wednesday 7th February

Aberdeen

Wednesday 21st March

Aberdeen

Thursday 8th February

Glasgow

Thursday 22nd March

Glasgow

ROUND 3

ROUND 4

Tuesday 15th May

Falkirk

Tuesday 4th September

Edinburgh

Wednesday 16th May

Edinburgh

Wednesday 5th September

Durham

Thursday 17th May

Durham

Tuesday 11th September

Falkirk

Tuesday 22nd May

Aberdeen

Wednesday 12th September

Aberdeen

Wednesday 23rd May

Glasgow

Thursday 13th September

Glasgow

ROUND 5

VENUES

Tuesday 13th November

Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Norton House Hotel & Spa, Ingliston, Edinburgh, EH28 8LX

Wednesday 14th November

Durham

Durham

Durham County Cricket Club, Chester le Street, County Durham, DH3 3QR

Tuesday 20th November

Falkirk

Falkirk

Macdonald Inchyra Hotel & Spa, Grange Road, Polmont, Falkirk FK2 0YB

Wednesday 21st November

Aberdeen

Aberdeen

Holiday Inn Aberdeen West, Westhill Drive, Aberdeen, AB32 6TT

Thursday 22nd November

Glasgow

Glasgow

Hampden Park, Letherby Drive, Glasgow, G42 9BA

Introducing…
Support in joining all the dots
As a adviser operating in today’s fast-paced financial services
arena, there will be certain product areas on which you either
cannot, or choose not to, advise. This could be down to not
holding the relevant permissions or qualifications, not having the
right resource, or sufficient time, or simply that you would just
prefer not to be involved in these other areas.
Whatever the reason, you will have inevitably found yourself
unable to help clients in certain circumstances, until now…

RETIREMENT SOLUTIONS
COMING JANUARY 2018
Hub Refer Solutions provides
advice on releasing equity
from people’s homes, turning
pension savings into income for
retirement and funding long-term
care. Provided by HUB Financial
Solutions, part of Just Group.

Pension Transfers

Estates and Wills

General Insurance

TRANSFER BUREAU

APS LEGAL & ASSOCIATES

MYGI

Our partners will help you
meet the huge demand for
pension transfers. We have
carried out extensive due
diligence on all partners and
have negotiated favourable
terms on your behalf.

Part of The SimplyBiz Group,
APS specialise in will writing,
estate planning and probate.
Associates will be trained to
discuss these delicate matters
with clients, and then refer
them on to the experts at APS.

MyGI is your one stop general
insurance solution from The
SimplyBiz Group. As well as a
number of tools and support,
you will also find our referral
partners, ready and able to deal
with all your GI queries.

To see how you can add value for your customers and your business visit
the Client area of compliancefirst.co.uk

What’s
my edge?
A team of 500 investment
professionals backing me up
At Prudential Portfolio Management Group
(PPMG), we manage over £180bn in multi
asset funds and annuities. Our expert local
knowledge and access to global markets
means our funds are always allocated to
deliver performance for your clients.
The value of an investment can go down
as well as up. So your clients could get
back less than they put in.

Prudential Portfolio Management Group
Find your edge at pruadviser.co.uk/multiassetfunds

Prudential is a trading name of Prudential Distribution Limited. Prudential Distribution
Limited is registered in Scotland. Registered Office at Craigforth Stirling FK9 4UE.
Registered number SC212640.

This is just for UK advisers – please don’t show it to your clients

